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PREFACE 

This study was conducted by the U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Ex- 

periment Station (WES). Funds for the project were provided under Oper- 

ations and Maintenance of the Army Program No. UK078l2AQ6l "Criteria for 

Tunnel and Cavity Support Systems." This report contains the results of 

two contract studies, DACA 39-71*-M-03Tl and DACA 39-75-M-G082, and an 

agreement with the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation. Contributors to this 

study were: Professor T. L. Brekke, University of California, Berkeley, 

California; Professor H. H. Einstein, Massachusetts Institute of Tech- 

nology, Cambridge, Massachusetts; the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation, Engi- 

neering and Research Center, Denver, Colorado; and R. E. Mason, Senior 

Engineer, A. A. Mathews, Inc., Rockville, Maryland. 

The studies were conducted during FY 7*+ and 75 under the direction 

of Messrs. J. P. Sale and R. G. Ahlvin, Chief and Assistant Chief, re- 

spectively, of the Soils and Pavements Laboratory. The contracts were 

monitored by Mr. J. S. Huie, Chief, Design Investigations Branch, under 

the general supervision of Mr. Don C. Banks, Chief, Engineering Geology 

and Rock Mechanics Division. 

The Director of WES during these studies and preparation of the 

report was COL G. H. Hilt, CE. Technical Director was Mr. F. R. Brown. 
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CONVERSION FACTORS, METRIC (Si) TO U.  S.  CUSTOMARY AND 
U.  S.  CUSTOMARY TO METRIC (Si) UNITS OF MEASUREMENT 

Units of measurement used in this report can be converted as follows; 

Multiply JJL To Obtain 

millimetres 

centimetres 

metres 

kilometres 

square centimetres 

square metres 

cubic metres 

cubic decimetres 

kilograms 

metric tons 

kilograms per metre 

megapascals 

kilograms per cubic metre (mass) 

Celsius degrees or Kelvins 

inches 

feet 

miles (U. S. statute) 

cubic yards 

gallons  (U. S. liquid) 

pounds (mass) 

pounds per square inch (force) 

pounds per cubic yard (mass) 

degrees (angle) 

Metric (Si) to U. S. Customary 

O.OS^ 

0.3937 

3.2808 

0.621U 

0.1550 

10.76 

1.308 

0.261+17 

2.205 

1.1 

0.6720 

lk3.0389h 

1.68557 

9/5 

U. S. Customary to Metric (Si) 

2.51* 

0.30U8 

1.6093UU 

0.761*551*9 

3.785U12 

0.U53592U 

0.00689it757 

0.59327631 

inches 

inches 

feet 

miles  (U. S. statute) 

square inches 

square feet 

cubic yards 

gallons (U. S. liquid) 

pounds 

tons 

pounds per foot 

pounds per square inch 

pounds per cubic yard 

Fahrenheit degrees* 

i 

centimetres 

metres 

kilometres 

cubic metres 

cubic decimetres 

kilograms 

megapascals 

kilograms per cubic 
metre 

0.0171t5329        radians 

*   To obtain Fahrenheit  (F) readings from Celsius  (C)  readings, use the 
following equation:    F = 9/5(C) +32.    To obtain Fahrenheit from 
Kelvin (K), use:    F = 9/5(K - 273.15) + 32. y 
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STATE-OF-THE-ART REVIEW ON SHOTCRETE 

PART I: A DISCUSSION OF SOME AMERICAN DESIGN APPROACHES 
FOR UNDERGRCUND OPENINGS IN ROCK 

by 

T. L. Brekke* 

Introduction 

1. The purpose of this report is to provide an evaluation of the 

design techniques and the turuiel support philosophy of American govern- 

mental agencies and contractors, with particular attention to areas for 

future research.    With this in mind, the report has been prepared as a 

discussion rather than as a standard review. 

2. There is admittedly an additional reason for choosing this 

format:    a survey of published literature, a study of available specifi- 

cations, as well as numerous interviews with colleagues in the industry 

revealed that it is very difficult to identify a prevailing "American" 

approach in shotcrete design.    When discussing design with these col- 

leagues, it is indicative of the uncertainties involved that one very 

quickly is engaged in questions regarding wet versus dry mix, fluid 

versus dry accelerator, thickness per layer, amount of seeding, testing 

of shotcrete quality, etc.    These are all directly pertinent questions 

in regard to performance, but only indirectly valid in terms of design. 

3. The term "design" may in this context be defined as the inte- 

gration of all factors believed to influence the behavior of a given 

underground opening where shotcrete will be used,  followed by the devel- 

opment of specifics, such as minimum and average thickness, time of ap- 

plication in the excavation sequence, and definition of what constitutes 

an adequate Job. 

•    Associate Professor of Geological Engineering, University of Cali- 
fornia, Berkeley. 
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d. 

k.    It is therefore,  for a planned opening,  first necessary to 

identify those factors that will influence the outcome.    Some of these 

have been listed below in the form of questions: 

a. What is the size, shape, function, and lifetime of the 
opening? 

b. What are the anticipated excavation methods and procedures? 

What are the geological characteristics of the site in 
terms of rock types?   May they swell, slake, or dissolve? 

What major discontinuities,  such as shears,  seams, and 
faults,  intersect the site?    What are their spacing and 
geometry?    What are the characteristics of the gouge mate- 
rial in terms of swellabillty, slakeability, erodability, 
or solubility? 

What are the geometry relative "to the opening, spacing, 
roughness,  shape, coating, and filling material charac- 
teristics of the detailed discontinuity pattern of Joints 
and partings? 

What is the in situ stress picture at the site?    Are the 
stresses so low that the fallout of rock blocks is greatly 
enhanced through the lack of confinement?    Are they so 
high and/or anisotropic that rock burst phenomena may 
occur?    Can squeezing be anticipated? 

What will the influence of the water regime be during and 
after construction? 

e. 

f. 

&• 

h.    What measures in addition to shotcrete will be used to 
stabilize the opening? 

5.    It is most Important to recognize that the interaction of all 

of these factors controls the behavior of the opening.    Thus, it may be 

quite misleading to base the design on only a few of them, unless it has 

been assessed that the others have insignificant influence for a 

particular site. 

Background 

6.    Shotcrete as defined by the American Concrete Institute (ACI 

506-66)  includes both pneumatically applied, mortar and pneumatically ap- 

plied concrete.    In tunneling practice and literature,  the term is most 

often used for pneumatically applied concrete only, and the term Gunite is 

used for pneumatically applied mortar.    This distinction will be used here. 
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7. The first attempts to use Gunite underground were made in 

Brucetown in 191^ by the Bureau of Mines on the initiative of Chief En- 

gineer George Rice.    Between the world wars, Gunite was extensively used 

in American mines and was also introduced in other underground openings 

(e.g. the San Jacinto Tunnel in California). 

8. After World War II, machines were developed in Europe for 

pneumatic application of concrete with aggregate up to 1 in.* in size. 

At the same time, the application of shotcrete close to the face as an 

integrated part of the driving process was initiated.    This use of shot- 

crete, often in combination with rockbolts and wire mesh, rapidly spread 

through the Alpine countries and to the Scandinavian peninsula.    Shot- 

crete and composite reinforcement/support systems that  include shotcrete 

are today very widely used in underground openings in Europe and have 

proved to be both efficient and economical in stabilizing a number of 

types of adverse ground conditions.    Shotcrete has also been used suc- 

cessfully in other parts of the world,  including South America, Hong 

Kong, and Japan. 

9. More recently,  shotcrete has been used in Canada and in the 

United States.    This late development seems to have severed causes. 

Partly, it may be ascribed to some unsuccessful experiences with Gunite. 

Used often as a rather thin overlay, it was sometimes ineffective, re- 

sulting in spalling and fallout.    Shrinkage problems due to a high ce- 

ment content would aggravate this situation. 

10.    A more important cause, however,  for rockbolts as well as 

shotcrete, has been the almost total dependence on steel supports in 

civil engineering practice in North America.    Long experience and tradi- 

tion in the use of steel supports have very naturally led to some reluc- 

tance in accepting new and "lighter" methods even for ground conditions 

when they clearly would give sufficient reinforcement and be economically 

advantageous.    Through Terzaghi's classical classification system and 

Proctor and White's design procedure (Reference l), the design of 

*    A table of factors for converting metric  (SI) units of measurement to 
U.  S. customary units and U.  S.  customary units to metric  (SI)  is given 
on page 1*. 
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steel supports was fully quantified in the sense that numerical values 

can be assessed for the rock loads, the load transfer between the sup- 

ports and the surrounding rock mass analyzed in numerical terms, and the 

supports consequently designed. 

11. Being used to this fully quantified design procedure, it is 

understandable that the tunnel designers have been reluctant in accept- 

ing new methods such as shotcrete without being provided with a well- 

established design procedure that includes relevant numerical terms for 

pertinent rock mass properties, gives a generally accepted method of 

analysis of rock/shotcrete interaction, and, finally, gives a clear pro- 

cedure for finding the "amount" of shotcrete needad. 

12. In the absence of a manual on shotcrete design, the designers 

have by and large based their design on conceptual considerations and on 

case histories with shotcrete as reflected in literature and in their own 

experience (if any). This has not taken place with ease—the question 

of how shotcrete acts as a rock mass stabilization measure is not satis- 

factorily answered as yet, at least not in numerical terms. In a sense, 

however, this is the wrong question. The right question to address is 

how a shotcreted rock mass acts. 

Shotcrete or Gunite Used as a Rock Sealant 

13. Thin appl cations of shotcrete or Gunite are sometimes used 

as a measure to prevent slaking of argillaceous rocks (e.g. shales) 

due to drying and/or wetting.  They can be quite effective in protect- 

ing rock surfaces against these environmental changes, although they 

are perhaps at the present time not as economical and efficient as 

other sealants. 

Ik.    Used for this purpose, shotcrete and Gunite are not supposed 

to have a structural role; their purpose is only to prevent rock dete- 

rioration immediately adjacent to the opening. Thus, they will not be 

adequate measures if the slaking and sloughing are due to squeeze rather 

than environmental changes, or if high swelling pressures cculd develop. 

■ —■ ,., ..^;..... - - -i ■ j  --'•'■  ■      i     ——■-■ mjgmigg 
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Shotcrete Used as a Safety Measure 

15. This heading covers the use of shotcrete to temporarily secure 

against localized small rockfalls that may pose a threat to personnel 

and/or equipment.    Typically,  this type of application is chosen by the 

contractor or specified spring-line to spring-line in large tunnels or 

other openings where the rock mass is inherently stable after proper 

scaling and, sometimes,  reinforcement by rockbolts.    The design consider- 

ations used for this particular application are purely empirical,  and it 

is normal to use a rather nominal thickness. 

Shotcrete Used as a Structural Support 

16. This use of shotcrete may be divided into several groups: 

a. Unreinforced shotcrete, 2 to U in.  thick. 

b. Reinforced shotcrete. 

c_.    Reinforced shotcrete used in conjunction with rockbolts 
or spiling reinforcement. 

d.    Shotcrete used alone or in conjunction with steel sets or 
rebar trusses  in lieu of concrete lining. 

IT.    The difference between these applications of shotcrete and 

the one mentioned in paragraph 15 is that they are used as a rock mass 

stabilization measure,  and not Just  for safety against a localized fall- 

out that does not threaten the overall stability of the opening.     To 

bracket the problem somewhat,  the following comments are made with refer- 

ence to blocky and seamy rock. 

l8.    When an opening is excavated in such rock, elastic as well as 

permanent deformations will ensue.    The deformations are time-dependent 

both as a function of the advancement of the excavation and as a function 

of the time-dependent characteristics of the rock mass as a material. 

19-    As the deformations occur,  the inherent available rock mass 

strength is reduced due to strain softening and loss of confinement. 

In particular, this is critical immediately adjacent to the opening 

on account of the high friction angles associated with low confinement. 

—• 
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Beyond a certain amount of deformatiun, the rock arch may la^o its con- 

tinuity through the fallout of a "key" block, with ensuing ravelling 

or elide. 

20. Pursuing this concept, it seems clear that the most efficient 

way of stabilization of a blocky and seamy rock mass is to reduce the 

deformations and maintain rock arch continuity.  It is relatively rea- 

sonable to envisage how rockbolts or spiling reinforcement can effec- 

tively achieve this.  It is also easily understood that support in the 

form of steel sets or concrete lining cia arrest the deformations, al- 

though less efficiently than rockbolts or spiling reinforcement. 

21. It is harder to evr.luate numerically how reasonably thin 

(2 to 't in.) shotcrete can reduce the deformations and maintain rock 

arch continuity.  Viewed as a thin arch subject to external loading, 

unreiaforced shotcrete has a rather nominal capacity.  Although this 

approach lends itself to analysis, there seems to be a general agreement 

that it is invalid. 

22. The prevailing view is that 2- to '*-in. shotcrete cannot be 

considered "separately" from the rock mass, that it does not lend itself 

to analysis, but that it can be designed on the basis of experience.  The 

structure that is formed is a composite rock mass/shotcrete structure. 

T1ie essential effect of shotcrete used this way is to prevent "key" 

blocks from loosening and thereby causing loss of rock arch continuity. 

23. There is ample evidence in literature as to the parameters 

that will influence the stability of such a structure.  It is understood 

that these will be discussed in detail in the Shotcrete Manual that is 

presently being prepared at the University of Illinois (J. W. Mahar, 

personal communication). 

2h.    The important factors as far as the shotcrete is concerned arc 

the tensile strength and the shear strength locally at critical points, 

such as the protrusion of a rock block that may rotate out.  Further, it 

seems that the shear strength of the bond between the shotcrete and the 

rock can strongly influence the outcome. 

25. While it is readily understood that the tensile and shear 

strengths are important, it is presently less well established other 

10 
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than in a qualitative way that the shotcrete/rock bond strength Is of 

such significance as it appears to be.    The most difficult bond problems 

exist when the rock blocks are defined by discontinuities with coatings 

of clay,  chlorite,  tile,  serpentine, or graphite.     It  is in practice 

almost impossible to clean and prepare these surfaces  to ensure a more 

adequate bond. 

26. It is generally accepted that a reinforcement mesh can greatly 

improve the efficiency of shotcrete, and specifying mesh seems to be more 

and more common.     It should be noted that several contractors  are some- 

what opposed to the use of mesh  from a practical construction point of 

view.    They would rather increase the thickness of the shotcrete.    How- 

ever, this may not at all be as efficient as a mesh under most   failure 

conditions.    The major objective of mesh reinforcement  is to provide 

"post-failure" strengths. 

27. The same, basically empirical approach seems to prevail  for 

the design of composite systems  involving rockbolts or spiling reinforce- 

ment and reinforced or unreinforced shotcrete.    While most agencies will 

accept such a system for "temporary"  (construction expedience)   stabili- 

zation,  some are still reluctant  to accept them for permanent  stabiliza- 

tion.    This can lead to substantial overdesign with associated  increase 

in cost. 

28. Shotcrete has sometimes found use as a substitute  for a con- 

ventionally placed concrete liner with a thickness of 6 in.   or more.     As 

such,  it can and has been analyzed basically in the same conventional way 

as used for placed liners.    Also,   it has been used in combination with 

steel sets in two ways: 

a. Apply the shotcrete between the webs of traditionally 
blocked sets some distance behind the face to provide 
rigidity and to  improve thrust capacity of the composite 
support system.     This system may provide the  final lining 
if the sets are covered by shotcrete and are consequently 
protected against  corrosion. 

b. Apply shotcrete at the face to act as a continuous block- 
ing and lagging of the sets in addition to its normal 
function.     This method has,  for example,  proved to be suc- 
cessful in some underground openings that are part of the 
Washington,  D.   C., Metro. 

11 
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29. A substantial reduction In the amount of steel can be made when 

shotcrete is used as a continuous blocking/lagging.    The moment capacity 

Is considerably higher for heavier,  traditionally blocked steel with the 

same thrust capacity.    However, with the continuous "blocking" provided 

by the shotcrete, the moments that can develop are considerably smaller 

than those that can be  found with traditionally spaced blocking points. 

30. The overbreak that most often ensues from drilling and blast- 

ing will generally lead to a considerable increase in the volume of 

shotcrete used if it is specified that the shotcrete between the webs 

has to be within a certain distance from the inner flanges of the sets. 

It should be recognized that the capacity of the composite system is not 

significantly changed even if the inside line of the shotcrete is moved 

somewhat further b ck.    Alternatively,  roc. protruding between the sets 

can well be alloved as the shotcrete/rock structure possesses a consider- 

able load-carrying capacity. 

31. An important pructical aspect  is that the capacity of present 

shotcreting machines is rather limited.    Although several machines may 

be used  simultaneously,  in large openings with substantial quantities 

required over short periods of time,  pumped-ln-place concrete at the 

face may be more economical. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

32. Based on this discussion,  the following conclusions and rec- 

ommendations are made: 

a. The fundamental objective at the design stage of an 
underground opening is to predict ground behavior and 
then ascribe the measures that will most efficiently 
stabilize the opening. 

b. The ground behavior will depend on a number of factors as 
explored in Part I.     It  is inherently nonlinear and 
time-dependent. 

c_.    Except when used as a concrete liner, there seems to be 
concurrence that the design of shotcrete as structural 
support does not lend  itself to analysis.     However, most 
colleagues believe that  it is possible to empirically de- 
sign the structure involving shotcrete on the basis of 
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experience accumulated here and abroad. In fact, the 
prevailing view is that it should be based on experience. 
Of significant help, therefore, would be an inventory on 
case histories that in detail describes and evaluatec the 
factors mentioned in Part I, with particular attention to 
failures. This is a rrither formidable but most important 
task. 

cl. The use of numerical techniques, such as the finite ele- 
ment method, could be helpful in considering specific de- 
sign options when and if constitutive models based upon 
in situ experimental data for a given site could be 
identified. Failure data would be an essential part of 
the in situ test methods.  It does not seem possible, or 
even appropriate, to develop design codes that are based 
on laboratory-measured properties only. 

e^. Physical models, coupled with numerical models, could en- 
hance the understanding of the basic behavior character- 
istics of a shotcrete/rock structure. 

_r. The importance and effect of the shotcrete/rock bond 
strength should be studied experimentally. 
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PART II:    EUROPEAN SHOTCRETE DESIGN AND PRACTICE 

by 

H.  H.  Einstein* 

Shotcrete Application in Europe 

Historic development 

33. The development of shotcrete actually started with the United 

States invention of the mortar gun and Gunite in 1907. The main purpose 

of guniting was and still is the mechanized application of mortar (Gun- 

ite). The idea was quickly taken over by the Europeans, and already by 

1911 it was successfully used in a tunnel as an overlay of the badly 

deteriorated lining. Similar applications of Gunite for protection of 

liners or rock surfaces continued in particular to prevent water seepage 

and ice development in tunnels. After the invention and development of 

the shotcrete gun  by the Swiss firm Aliva, shotcrete was first used in 

tunnels at the Maggia hydro-development. The reason for using shotcrete 

was that the mechanized application was faster and saved formwork.  In 

free flow tunnels, the increased roughness could be easily made up by a 

somewhat larger cross section that together with the shorter construc- 

tion time resulted in substantial savings.  It was only 3 yr later that 

Sonderegger (Reference P.)  pointed out the structural advantages of a tem- 

porary support that can be quickly applied after excavation and that is 

inherently flexible. This idea was further developed by Rabcewicz (Ref- 

erence 3) and led to the New Austrian Tunnel Method (NATM).  This short 

review of the development pointed out some of the applications that shall 

now be described in a more formal manner. 

Shotcrete applications 

3*+. It must be remembered that this description has as its goal 

to provide an overview. The ^tailed aspects of the applications will 

be discussed later. 

* Associate Professor of Civil Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, Cambridge. 
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35. Tunnel applications. 

a. Structural support.    The temporary shotcrete  support will 
be  incorporated  in the  final  support,  for example, 
cast-in-place concrete.    Shotcrete  in this application 
may be used alone,  together with bolts or steel sets, or 
both.     It can be reinforced or consist of plain concrete. 
Shotcrete may also be used to cover only the crown,  the 
crown and various portions of the  sidewall,  or the entire 
cross  section. 

b. Prevention of alterations.     A protective coat of the nat- 
ural rock is frequently necessary to prevent  slukinp; and 
sloughing due to exposure to air,   other gases,  ami water; 
to prevent  frost weathering;  to protect the rock or ex- 
isting liner from mechanical wear due,  for example,  to 
flowing water.     The protective coat can be either Gunite 
(mortar) or shotcrete. 

c_.     Prevention of seepage.     Gunite  or  shotcrete has been ex- 
tensively used to control  "area seepage"  (the  flow of 
water  from extended surfaces,   in  contrast to  the pre- 
ferred  flow from concentrated channels)  by applying an 
impermeable coat and providing relief holes.     Also  in the 
last   few years,   concentrated  flow is being handler] by 
shotcreting surfaces  together with preinstalled channels 
and relief pipes.    An  important  related area  is  the pre- 
vention of ice  formation  (ice  can  form either where  the 
water emerges or where  it   falls;   the latter  causes  severe 
problems  in cases of electric  railroad  installations  and 
road surfaces). 

d.     Support layer for water stop.     The  recent  trend  in  tunnel 
design and construction is  to  include water  stops  in the 
liner of all major tunnels.     These water stops consist 
of sprayed or rolled-on liquids  that  solidify  in place or 
of sealing sheets.     Neither type  can be applied to  the 
natural ground surface.     Shotcrete  is used to equalize 
the major surface  irregularities,   and  frequently a Gunite 
layer  is used  in addition to provide a smooth surface. 

e_.     Drainage layers.     Special  coarse  aggregate  shotcrete  is 
used to provide a drainage  layer under regular shotcrete 
or another kind of liner. 

f.     Repair and reconstruction.     Any of the aforementioned ap- 
plications can be used  in  the context of tunnel repair or 
reconstruction.     The European  railroads are   involved at 
the  present time  in a tunnel  reconstruction  program of 
considerable  importance where  shotcrete is  extensively 
used. 

36. Nontunnel applications.     Naturally,   any of the  purposes 
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mentioned in the context of tunneling (structural, prevention of altera- 

tion and seepage, support for water stop, and drainage) apply here also. 

The main reason why shotcrete is used in nontunnel applications is the 

elimination or reduction of formwork. Some of the more important areas 

of application shall be mentioned here. 

a. Open "tub" or "dish-shaped" structures in the ground. 
Such structures frequently have relatively steep sides 
where counterforms or small concreting stages would be 
necessary. The use of shotcrete simplifies this opera- 
tion significantly. Shotcrete can be reinforced or plain. 
It can be applied directly against the ground or against 
a drainage layer. Many large-diameter tanks in sewage 
treatment plants are constructed in this manner. 

b. Slope protection. The temporary or permanent protection 
of cut slopes mainly in connection with road construction 
is another major field of shotcrete application. The main 
purposes are the prevention of alteration and of seepage 
(sometimes with a separate drainage layer). 

£.  Shotcrete structures. In cases where architectural de- 
sign involves complex surfaces, shotcrete saves consider- 
ably on formwork. Architects sometimes also require the 
use of shotcrete to give a sculptural appearance to the 
structure. 

37. The various applications of shotcrete can be associated with 

one of two major physical purposes:  (a) structural purposes (tunnel 

support, support .for water stop, open structures in ground, shotcrete 

structures); and (b) sealing and drainage (prevention of alteration sind 

seepage in tunnels, slope protection, drainage layers). The following 

paragraphs will review the mechanisms that contribute to these purposes. 

Shotcrete Mechanisms 

Shotcrete used 
for structural purposes 

38.  Shotcrete alone reacts in the same manner as any reinforced 

or plain concrete by supporting stresses due to bending, thrust, and 

shear. The differences in material technology—relatively lower strength 

and lower unit weight compared to regular concrete—have no effect on the 

basic mechanism.  The usually faster setting time and strength Increase 
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of shotcrete allow application to steep and vertical faces and, when ac- 

celerators are used, also to overhang faces without counterforms.     In 

such applications,  it is likely that the shotcrete adheres to some extent 

to the face  (existing structure,  form panel) t id to reinforcing steel, a 

mechanism which involves a combination of shear and tensile stresses. 

39.    Shotcrete interacting with the ground involves several mech- 

anisms that are uncommon in standard structural concrete: 

a. The shotcrete adheres to the ground by a combination of 
fnear and tensile stresses between the ground and the 
shotcrete and within the shotcrete  (analogous to the 
second mechanism mentioned above). 

b. The shotcrete fills openings   (fractures. Joints)  in the 
ground adjacent to the application surface.    This permits 
a transmission of compressive,  shear, and tensile stresses 
in this zone of the ground. 

c^.    The two characteristics—adherence to the ground and fill- 
ing of fractures  (openings)—lead to a tightly interacting 
ground-shotcrete structure.     Due to the adherence and in- 
terlocking by reaching into fractures, it is possible to 
transmit shear stresses with no or little slippage be- 
tween shotcrete and ground and also to transmit tensile 
stresses.    The shotcrete and adjacent ground behave thus, 
to quite an extent,  as a composite structure.     (It should 
be pointed out that although this ground-shotcrete char- 
acteristic is particularly important in rock, it also ap- 
plies, to a certain extent, to soft ground due to the 
fact that the shotcrete impact may lead to a degree of 
interlocking.)    The ground-shotcrete interaction is not 
only important with regard to the use of shotcrete as a 
support but also as protection against mechanical wear, 
e.g.   in water tunnels. 

d^.     It occurs frequently that parts of the ground (individual 
rock blocks, plastic zones in the ground) move or deform 
and shear through the shotcrete.     This shearing mechanism 
is the same that any normal concrete structural member 
may undergo;  it is mentioned specifically due to its  im- 
portance in tunnel support design. 

e_.     One of the most important  shotcrete characteristics is 
the flexibility, particularly of thin shotcrete layers 
used for tunnel support.    The flexibility is not only due 
to the use of thin layers but also due to the fact that 
the shotcrete acts structurally immediately after setting. 
In other words, the viscous behavior of the "green" shot- 
crete under load is deliberately used.    The basic mecha- 
nisms (bending, thrust,  shear) do not change, but due to 
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the flexibility bending becomes relatively unimportant 
compared to thrust and shear. 

£.  The usually uneven ground surface, particularly in a 
blasted tunnel, leads to an equally uneven shotcrete 
Layer.  This increases the moment of inertia of the shot- 
crete layer if it is considered independently of the 
ground.  It increases the aforementioned interlocking ef- 
fect.  Also, the effective thickness of the shotcrete in- 
creases due to the inclined surfaces.  The effect of the 
protruding edges and corners is somewhat disputed.  Mahar, 
Gaw, and Cording (Reference k)   state that thes»? are the 
locations of the first fractures because of tensile stress 
concentration and usually thinner shotcrete.  Several Eu- 
ropean engineers, however, make the point that the pro- 
truding surfaces in a blasted tunnel are more resistant 
to start with and therefore need less support. 

It should be pointed out here that many if not most of these character- 

istics and mechanisms are uniquely related to shotcrete.  Cast-in-place 

concrete and precast concrete cannot enter fractures to the same extent, 

do not follow irregularities and adhere as well, and particularly cannot 

be constructed in thin layers and are thus more rigid. 

Shotcrete for sealing and drainage 

'tO. Sealing is mainly achieved by the inherent material technology 

of shotcrete, i.e., high cement content, relatively low water-cement fac- 

tor, and large volume of closed pores. 

^1. Prevention of water flow. The high degree of impermeability 

prevents or limits flow of water from the ground to the atmosphere, and 

vice versa.  The reduction of water flow into the ground reduces adsorp- 

tion and absorption and, thus, also the associated mechanisms of slaking, 

swelling, and mineral alterations. Also, the frost resistance of the 

ground will be increased. The reduction of flow from the ground prevents 

erosion of joint fillers and fault gouge and thus contributes to the 

stability o' the ground, in addition to a reduction of adverse effects 

caused by the water itself (see paragraph 35).  However, the prevention 

or reduction of water flow from the ground may also lead to a buildup of 

seepage stresses and possibly to strength decrease and stability pro- 

blems in the ground. 

^2. Reduction of gas flow. The high degree of impermeability 
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reduces aloo the flow of air and other gases through the shotcrete. 

Thus, the complete drying out of the ground, which would  lead to sub- 

stantial shrinkage,   is prevented.    Chemically aggressive gases are im- 

peded  in their flow.     The cement-rich shotcrete  itself  is also relatively 

more resistant than normal  concrete.    Both factors have the effect of a 

protective coating. 

U'i.    Drainage layer.     A highly permeable but  well-cemented coarse 

aggregate shotcrete permits   flow without, being eroded.     1'ermeabilities 

in the range of gravels can be expected. 

Shotcrete Design 

Uk.    The preceding review of shotcrete mechanisms provides the 

basis for the following discussion of design approaches which have to 

take these mechanisms  into account. 

^5.    The discussion of European shotcrete design will  follow the 

same sequence as the discussion of shotcrete applications  (see para- 

graphs '3^-37): 

a. Structural shotcrete in tunnels,  i.e.   structural tunnel 
supports. 

b. Nonstructural shotcrete in tunnels. 

c_.     Other shotcrete applications. 

The emphasis will be on the  first category. 

Design of shotcrete tunnel  supports 

^6.    The design of most tunnel supports consists of two design 

processes:    the design of the ground-support  system and the detailed de- 

sign of the support.     The following discussion will be structured cor- 

respondingly and will also include the design of other types of tunnel 

supports. 

^7.    Design of ground-support systems.    The modern ground-support 

systems, particularly those involving shotcrete,  take the basic ground- 

support interaction mechanism into account.    This mechanism is a transi- 

tion from the 
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primary state of stress 
to the 

secondary state of stress 
to the 

tertiary state of stress 

(natural state of stress) 

(immediately after creating the 
opening) 

(ground interacting with the 
support) 

Both the secondary and tertiary states of stress depend on time and on the 

location of the point in question relative to tunnel advance and support 

installation.    The stresses in both states are thus not constant.    With 

this principle established, the major design approaches are as follows: 

a. Empirical approach.    Linder (Reference 5) presents a mod- 
ified version of the Lauffer Rock Classification diagram. 
(This diagram is reproduced in Deere et al.   (Reference 6) 
and will therefore not be presented here.)    The Lauffer 
diagram relates rock class, opening width,  standup time, 
and timber support requirements based on observations. 
Linder uses the same rock classes but assigns modern sup- 
ports,  i.e., nonreinforced or reinforced shotcrete in 
various thicknesses and in various combinations with 
steel sets and rockbolts.    The problematic aspect of this 
approach is the determination of rock classes, which is 
mainly based on personal experience.     If used by experi- 
enced engineers,  it is a valuable design tool. 

b. Characteristic curve approach.    The characteristic curve 
is a design tool that was used extensively around the 
turn of the century and has been recently rediscovered. 
As shown in Figure 1,  it is a stress-displacement curve 
of a specific point at the tunnel circumference or of an 
"average point" at the circumference relating a virtual 

»-Ad 

Figure 1.  Characteristic curve for a tunnel 
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Internal pressure to the displacement of the circumference. 
Peck (Reference 7) uses this approach also. Point 1 (Ad 
(displacement) = 0 , p = original or primary stress) rep- 
resents the original state or primary state; somewhere be- 
tween 1 and 2 the curve represents the secondary state. 
Lombardi (Reference 8) uses an approximation to determine 
this secondary state (Figure 2). The characteristic curve 

DISK OF THICKNESS "t 
AND SIZE OF 
OPENING 

PLATE OP THICKNESS't' 
WITH TUNNEL OPENING 

Figure 2. Characteristic curve for n tunnel and disk 

is derived by assuming a plate of finite thickness t 
which is subject to the in situ state of stress and in 
which a hole is created by reducing p from the primary 
value to 0 (curve I). A disk of the same size as the 
original opening (i.e. at Ad = 0) is also subject to p 
being reduced from the original value to 0 and results, 
for example, in characteristic curve II.  The thickness of 
the disk is now reduced to a fraction of t (Figure 3), 
and the disk is virtually reinserted into the opening, 
resulting in curve Ilia assuming elastic behavior and 
curve Illb assuming elastoplastic behavior. Points F . 
in Figure 3 represent the state of stress at the face, 
i.e. the secondary state of stress. The question now 
arises which fraction of t has to be chosen to repre- 
sent the actual behavior in a tunnel. Comparison between 
computed characteristic curves and observations in tun- 
nels has shown that t/2 is a reasonable value.  (This 
may, however, change if more observations become avail- 
able, and it may turn out to be material and opening-size 
dependent.) The characteristic curves can be obtained by 
the finite element (FE) method for continua or discon- 
tinua, elastic or elastoplastic behavior.  lombardi (Ref- 
ence 8) uses a numerical (computer-based) but somewhat 
simplified approach, which starts with an estimated 
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Figure 3. Characteristic curve including 
effect of the tunnel face 

location of the elastoplastic interface, for a certain 
value of p in the ground; then he computes stresses at- 
tempting to satisfy equilibrium, compatibility, and bound- 
ary conditions in the elastic zone and the yield crite- 
rion, equilibrium, and boundary conditions in the plastic 
zone. The conditions are satisfied by shifting the 
elastoplastic interface in an iterative procedure.  This 
procedure can be used for a continuum or a discontirmum; 
the latter by making the yield criterion dependent on the 
uirection of the discontinuities.  Based on the stress 
state, displacements are computed in a quasi-elastic pro- 
cedure.  The dilatant behavior of the ground is taken 
into account by adding a volume increase in the plastic 
range (Figure h).     The values of AV vary between 0.1 
and 0.5 percent for most rocks. As shown in a recent 
paper by Lombardi (Reference 9), Figure 5 illustrates that 
it is also possible to take time effects into account. 
However, only a limited amount of observations are avail- 
able for comparison with this analytical method.  The 
characteristic curves lend themselves very well to the 
representation of ground-structure interaction.  As shown 
in Figure 6, characteristic curves can be produced for any 
kind of tunnel support.  The ground and support curves 
can be combined.  As shown in Figure 7, the tunnel circum- 
ference displacer, from 1 to F in the transition from the 
primary to the secondary state of stress.  Some distance 
behind the face, a flexible (e.g. shotcrete) support is 

installed (curve S).  Point I represents the state of 
equilibrium support ground at tp , i-e>» when support 
and ground interact.  The high degree of flexibility 
leads to relatively low stresses p  acting on the 
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figure i*. Characteristic curves with 
plastic volume increase 

Figure 5-     Characteristic curves 
with time effect 
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I - ROCKBOtTS 
2- FLEXIBLE CONCRETE 

SUPPORT 
3- RIGID CONCRETE 

SUPPORT 

Figure 6. Characteristic curves of different 
tunnel supports 
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Figure 7.    Characteristic curves showing 
ground-structure interaction 
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support, however, with relatively large displacements. 
The shotcrete support would lead to unaccep^ably large 
long-term displacements (intersection of curve S with 
curve too) . Thus, a secondary stiff concrete liner is 
installed (curve C) interacting with the ground at t3 
and reaching the final state represented by Ip .  The 
combination of ground and support behavior can thus be 
represented by the characteristic curve approach. Al- 
though not geared toward shotcrete in particular, it per- 
mits the designer to examine the feasibility of shotcrete 
support (permissible displacements), and to determine the 
time when shotcrete should be applied and the combination 
of shotcrete witr other supports, either simultaneously or 
subsequently installed.  It should be pointed out, how- 
ever, that the charucteristic curves of the ground, par- 
ticularly the volume increase and time dependency fea- 
tures, depend to quite an extent on experience. They can 
be incorporated relatively easily into Lombardi's numer- 
ical approach or in a FE analysis. The appropriate 
input variables have to be obtained from a set of 
past observations, which are only available to designers 
that have been involved in several tunnel projects. 

Combined static equilibrium—stress deformation approach. 
Two analyses are conducted independently: em analysis 
considering the equilibrium of stresses around the tunnel, 
and a stress-deformation analysis resulting in the char- 
acteristic curve. The approach is, therefore, very simi- 
lar to the characteristic curve approach, which also 
considers stress equilibrium and stress-deformation be- 
havior separately. However, some of the details are 
different, particularly the fact that this approach is 
simpler and can be performed without a computer. 

(l) Stress equilibrium 

(a) Primary state of stress. Measured or approximated 
by assuming Oy = Yh and OH = Y * h • K . Usu- 
ally Oy and 0H are principal stresses except 
near slopes.  In the latter case, computation of 
magnitude and direction of the principal stresses 
is necessary. 

(b) Secondary state of stress. An elastic analysis 
based either on closed form solutions or on the 
FE method is performed to arrive at tangential 
and radial stresses. In case of rock with pro- 
nounced horizontal or near horizontal bedding, 
foliation, or Jointing, the crown section of the 
tunnel is approximately modeled as a laminated 
beam with no shear stress transmitted between 
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laminae and analyzed elastically. The resulting 
tensile stress can be reduced up to 50 percent de- 
pending on the actually existing shear stress 
transfer.  If the strength of the material is ex- 
ceeded, a plastic analysis will be performed using 
closed form approaches for simplified conditions 
(uniform stresses), e.g. Obert and Duvall (Refer- 
ence 10) and Kastner (Reference ll), or elasto- 
plastic finite element analyses. The main purpose 
is the determination of the boundary of the plus- 
tic zone, the stresses there, and the stresses at 
the tunnel circumference. 

(c) Tertiary state of stress. The principle of the 
change from the secondary to the tertiary state 
of stress can be represented in a Mohr diagram 
(Figure 8) for the stress state at the elasto- 
plastic boundary, assuming ar = radial stress 
= minor principal stress; OQ = tangential 
stress = major principal stress.  Cases I, II, 
and III can be distinguished: 

I. CJQ remains constant; 
stiff support. 

II. or remains constant; 

increases 

decreases 

III. 

ideally flexible support (stiffness ~ U), 

. increases; ae decreases ~ flexible 
support. 

Case III corresponds to most modern supports, in 
particular to shotcrete. The increase of the 
radial stress Oj,-^ (ill) - or2 

s Pe • As shown 
in Figure 9, Pe can be assumed to act at the 
elastoplastic boundary. The stress p^ acting 
on the tunnel circumference is also the stress 
on the support and depends directly on pe . 
Thus, it is evident that the stiffer the support, 
the greater pe and the greater p^ .  The stress 
Pj can be related to pe , using the theory of 
the thick walled tube 

'■e 1 + a2 + l' 2a 
'e    2 a 

where 

a = r /r 
P 

r    = radius of elastoplastic boundary 

r = radius of tunnel 
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Figure 8. Mohr diagram for the secondary and three 
i-ases of tertiary state of stress 

Figure 9. Stresses p.  and p  acting 

on the plastic zone 
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An iterative procedure has to be used since o«^ 
depends also on p (see Mohr diagram in Fig- 
ure 8). Furthermore, pe has to be estimated; 
its magnitude depends on the rheologic behavior. 
There are some empirical values correlating pe 
with the maximum stress increase in the ground, 
which is usually the difference, OQ2 - OJI 
(major principal stress in secondary state of 
stress-major principal stress in primary state 
of stress), but the data base is small. 

(2) Stress-deformation analysis. Characteristic curves 
are computed using the above determined stresses and 
stress-strain-time properties of the ground and the 
support. 

(a) Primary to secondary state of stress. Displace- 
ments in the elastic zone are computed using 
closed form or FE analyses. Plastic displace- 
ments are normally computed using empirical 
values for volume increase e . As observations 
have shown, ev for rock varies between 0.1 and 
5-0 percent, depending on rock characteristics. 
(Note: This volume increase is not the same as 
the AV shown in Figure U; EV includes the 
entire volume increase for elastoplastic defor- 
mation in the plastic zone; and AV represents 
only the volume increase in addition to the dis- 
placement computed by a simplified quasi-elastic 
analysis.) The displacement at the tunnel cir- 
cumference (Figure 10) is computed by assuming 
that tne volume increase cv    of the plastic zone 
will result in uniform displacement toward the 
interior of the tunnel. 

UNIFORM DISPLACEMENT 
DUE TO Cy 

PLASTIC ZONE 

Figure 10.  Displacements due to volume increase 
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The displacements obtained from this elastic 
analysis and elastoplastic approximation are 
then used in Figure 11 to construct the charac- 
teristic curve for t = 0 . 

Figure 11.  Characteristic curve 
for t = 0 

(b) Secondary to tertiary statg of stress. This step, 
illustrated in Figure 12, is analogous to the 
procedure of the characteristic curve approach: 
construction of additional time-dependent char- 
acteristic curves; construction of the character- 
istic curve for the support; and intersecting 
appropriate curves. 

SHorcRere * CAST-IN-PLACE 
CONCRETE 

SHOrCRETE APPLIED AT 
DISPLACEMENT M,, AT i, 

Figure 12.    Characteristic curves  for different 
times including support 

»-Ad 
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The time-dependent characteristic curves are 
again based on empirical data, which are limited 
at the present time.    The resulting value    p^ 
should approximately correspond to    pi    as 
obtained by the stress equilibrium approach.     It 
is evident that the combined "static equilibrium- 
stress deformation approach"  and the character- 
istic curve approach follow the same principles. 
The characteristic curve approach is much more 
sophisticated.     On the other hand, the "combined" 
approach does follow to some extent more tra- 
ditional engineering analysis and may therefore 
give the user a better feeling for what he is 
doing.    It should be emphasized, however,  that 
the ground-structure interaction and the time 
effect, which are particularly important  in 
shotcrete design,  can be well expressed with 
both methods. 

NATM.     This method, which is usually associated with shot- 
crete  support  in tunnels,   is  actually more than a design 
method.     It includes design,  construction, and performance 
monitoring in an integrated manner.     It should also be 
pointed out that it is not restricted to shotcrete, as 
will  be  shown below,  and that  the basic concept was orig- 
inally developed for bolt  support   (Reference 3).    The 
principle of the IJATM is  the mobilization of the maximum 
possible support action by  the ground itself.     First,   the 
development of a plastic  zone around the tunnel   is  inten- 
tionally tolerated  in order  to reduce the peak stresses 
and to  shift the location of the  peak stresses away  from 
the  tunnel.     Second,  the deformations,  however, must  not 
reach a material-dependent magnitude  that would reduce  the 
resistance of the ground significantly, particularly in 
the  zone near the tunnel  surface.   Rabcewicz calls  this 
second mechanism "prevention of loosening."    Müller,  as 
cited by Louis  (Reference 12),  observes that a deformation 
of 2  percent may lead to a 90 percent  reduction of shear- 
ing resistance.    Rabcewicz   (Reference 13)  states  that mech- 
anism 1   (development of the  plastic   zone)  takes  longer 
than mechanism 2  (reduction of resistance),  the latter 
taking place "almost immediately" after excavation.    A 
progressive stress-deformation mechanism seems thus to 
govern the behavior in the ground around a tunnel.    The 
tunnel  support has  thus to possess  the  following charac- 
teristics:    be flexible enough to  allow the development 
of the plastic zone  (in other words,  be flexible over the 
time period necessary for this development); and provide 
sufficient counterstresses at  the tunnel-ground 
interface to increase the resistance of the ground 
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near this interface  in order to prevent loosening  (dis- 
placements that would lead to a significant loss of 
ground resistance). 

(1) The flexibility requirement  can be satisfied with 
shotcrete of a thickness in the range of maximum 
one-fortieth to one-fiftieth of the tunnel diameter, 
probably in combination with bolts and light steel 
sets (allowing bolts and steel sets to deform up to 
and beyond general or local yielding).    The fact  that 
the shotcrete strength is relatively low at the be- 
ginning and increases with time is particularly ad- 
vantageous and consciously taken into account. 

(2) The counterstress or resistance requirement can be 
satisfied by the shotcrete support again in possible 
combination with both steel  sets and bolts.     The shot- 
crete is particularly well-suited due to the fact 
that it provides a continuous support of the ground 
and that it can be applied very rapidly and,  if nec- 
essary,  immediately after excavation.    The mechanisms 
described in paragraphs  39-^5 provide the increase in 
resistance of the shotcrete-ground zone, and the de- 
formation of the shotcrete leads to counterstresses. 
The counterstresses that can be provided depend sig- 
nificantly on the portion of the cross section covered 
by shotcrete.    A  full ring produces more counter- 
stresses than an arch.     In some cases, it may also 
be necessary to shotcrete the face, to provide 
counterstresses there,  and to ensure its stability. 
In  cases where the required shotcrete dimensions 
would exceed the aforementioned limits and would 
thus lead to a rigid behavior,  it is imperative 
to provide the necessary counterstresses and 
resistance increase with bolts or light steel 
sets, which are again  flexible supports.    Both 
can contribute to the counterstresses and the 
resistance increase;  the latter by "reinforcing 
the ground." 

Observations show that,  due  to  the  flexibility of the  sup- 
port  structure,  failure occurs by  shear in the shotcrete. 
Shear  fractures are inconsequential as long as no exces- 
sive  displacements,  hence no  loosening,  take place,  par- 
ticularly since the shotcrete  is  considered a temporary 
support only.     If the displacements become excessive, 
bolts  and steel  sets may  have  to  be added.     In many cases, 
it may be sufficient to simply spray shotcrete over the 
fractured parts.     This conceptual  description contains 
many qualitative terms and thereby reveals the main char- 
acteristics of the NATM—the great  importance of empirical 
input  in form of observations and experience.    This will 
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become more evident in the following outline of the 
design procedure. 

(1) Preliminary design of support system (Reference ih). 
A characteristic curve without time effect is pro- 
duced analogous to the methods described above. Based 
on experience, a displacement value is defined at 
which loosening starts; a corresponding stress p^ 
minimum (Figure 13) can then be obtained from the 
characteristic curve. The counterstresses of the 
support structure have to be greater than pi mini- 
mum. As shown in Figure Ik,  the required support 
stresses are obtained through a force equilibrium 
analysis on the Rabcewicz shear body. The resisting 
forces are transformed into an equivalent horizontal 
stress piw acting over h .  By fulfilling the re- 
quirement pj^ >^ p^ minimum, it is possible to obtain 
the dimensions of the support (Reference ih)  in an 
iterative procedure. The following empirical indica- 
tions may be of use in the first step of this itera- 
tive procedure: 

Pj minimum for 10-m-diam tunnels is usually 
in the range 30-90 kg/cm2. 

Approximate shotcrete thickness d = l/UO *  1/50 
of the diameter for tunnels in the 5- to 10-m- 
diam category; and d = 0.017 x radius (Rabcewicz) 
for 3- to 5-m-diam tunnels. 

For 1-m round length and 3- to 't-hr standup 
time, use bolts only; for 2-hr standup time, use 
steel sets; for shorter standup time, use 
shotcrete. 

Bolts are 3 to 6 m long; bolt force is 20 tons 
(metric); density ranges from 1 per U m2 to 1 per 
20 m2. 

Based on the preliminary design, support requirements 
(dimensions and type) are determined for a number of 
typical "rock classes" in a particular tunnel. 

(2) Final design and construction.  The preliminary design 
dimensions are given to the contractor. Determination 
of the rock class is made on site by the contractor's 
representative and the resident engineer, and the 
contractor follows the corresponding construction pro- 
cedure (round length, support dimensions, and sequence 
of support installation). Most importantly, extensive 
instrumentation is installed and observed. Simple fix 
points for diameter measurements (usually measured in 
two orthogonal directions) are installed every 15 m; 
extensometers are installed approximately every 30 m. 
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Figxire 13.    Determination of    Pi    minimum 
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Figure lU.     Force equilibrium analysis  for Raboewicz 
shear body 
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Initially, readings are taken every other day, 
decreasing in frequency to once per month. The time- 
displacement curves are used to decide on additions 
or reductions of this temporary support and on the 
point in time when the final support (liner) can be 
constructed. The decision on additional temporary 
supports is also extensively based on observations by 
the tunnel crew. It was stuted that tunnel crews fa- 
miliar with the NATM are "enthusiastically" contrib- 
uting to its success by car ful installation of the 
instruments and observing and reporting the support 
behavior.  It is the goal of the NATM to use temporary 
support systems that are as close as possible to a 
factor of safety of 1, i.e. Just preventing loosening. 
The final liner is constructed after the displacements 
have leveled off. The final design and construction 
are thus intrinsically tied together. The contractor 
plays an important part in the decisions; since he is 
paid for the additional work involved, he contributes 
willingly. A summary of a case history may provide 
further illustration of the NATM.  In the Tauern high- 
way tunnel (horseshoe, diameter approximately 10 m) in 
Austria, a heavily fractured phyllitic rock was en- 
countered for a length of 300 m.  The predesigned 
support system consisted of shotcrete thickness 
d = 15 cm, l+-m bolts spaced 0.75 m, and light (25 
kg/m) steel sets. In most of this zone, maximum 
total displacements of less than 25 cm took place, 
which could be tolerated with some repairs. In a 
short section of 1+0 m in this zone, the displacements 
of 80 cm led to extensive destruction of the shotcrete 
am.1 distortion of the steel sets.  Based on these ob- 
servations, the following support system shown in 
Figure 15 was designed and used.  Reinforcing steel 
wire mesh was installed, and shotcrete sprayed imme- 
diately after excavation. Axis-parallel slots of 
15-cm width were cut at distances of 2 to 3 m along 
the tunnel surface. Steel sets were installed and 
longer bolts were used (Reference 15). The rock 
deformed, closing the slots, deforming the rein- 
forcing steel and distorting the steel sets (could be 
tolerated). The deformations leveled off after clo- 
sure of the slots. This example is probably the high 
point of engineered construction and a prime example 
of the observational method.   The NATM has been 
successfully used in soft ground also. Examples in- 
clude the Frankfurt subway (soft-shale-clay) and the 
entrance sections of the Tauern tunnel.  In soft 
ground, it will be frequently necessary to reduce the 
cross section of the initially excavated tunnel 
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Figure 15.  Cross section of the 
Tauern tunnel 

section by heading and benching or multiple drift 
procedures in order to provide sufficient standup 
time for support installation. 

Conclusions. One purely empirical and three analytical 
approaches with empirical parts of varying importance 
have been described. All these approaches take the con- 
tribution of the ground in the ground-support system into 
account.  This contribution is particularly appropriate 
in the case of shotcrete support.  Therefore, none of the 
traditional "rock-load" approaches have been shown here. 
The flexibility of tunnel supports is a logical ou.growth 
of this ground-structure interaction concept.  Howe-v^r, 
not only flexibility but also prevention of excessive 
displacements is an important characteristic of modern 
tunnel supports.  Continuous support as provided by shot- 
crete and closure of the support at the invert can there- 
fore be of great importance. The empirical input is sig- 
nificant in all cases, and this may be one reason why the 
approaches can at the present time only be successfully 
used by experienced designers. The necessity for empir- 
ical input is caused by the complex behavior of the 
groiond-support system which, particularly in the case of 
shotcrete, consists of many interacting mechanisms. A 
description of the behavior by traditional geotechnical 
parameters is insufficient, and extensive observations 
in situ are necessary. These observations may be either 
used as parameters in the analysis or directly inclvded 

in the design-construction procedure or both.  The f '11 

success of integrated ground-support systems and partic- 
ularly shotcrete depends to a large extent on the con- 
tractor's cooperation and contributions.  It is inter- 
esting to notice that all the described analytical 
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approaches make use of the characteristic curves as a 
means of describing ground-support behavior. The tem- 
porary character of modern shotcrete supports Justifies 
both the important role of empirical design approaches 
and the design "close to a factor of safety of 1." Since 
failures usually do not have catastrophic consequences, 
they can be overcome by repair of the failed section and 
modification of the design of subsequent sections. So- 
phisticated analytical methods are used to some extent, 
for example, in the numerical approximations for the 
elastoplastic stress computations or FE analyses for the 
computation of characteristic curves without time and 
volume effects. In other words, the advanced analytical 
methods are only used for certain portions of the tunnel- 
support analysis, not only due to the difficulty in de- 
termining appropriate input parameters but also due to 
the fact that the ground-support behavior is not well 
understood and thus not well represented in the conceptual 
models.  It should be kept in mind that the discussions on 
support design and particularly on shotcrete supports ap- 
ply to rock and soft ground, provided the latter has a 
comparable standup time. 

1+8. Detailed support design. As has become clear in the previous 

discussions, this detailed support design is a part of the design of the 

ground-support system, e.g., the characteristic curves of the support or 

the resisting forces in the NATM are based on detailed support dimensions 

and material properties.  In the traditional support design approaches, 

e.g. the "rock load approach," detailed support design is not integrated 

but follows the load determination. In the NATM shotcrete, reinforcing 

steel and steel sets are designed against shear failure, and rockbolts 

are designed against yielding in tension. 

a. The flexible temporary supports in the "characteristic 
curve" and "combined" approaches are usually designed 
based on the hoop stress formula. Steel sets are con- 
sidered "smeared out" over the tunnel surface. Additional 
checks are made for the support of individual rock blocks 
(Figure l6) in an approach analogous to the force equilib- 
rium of Rabcewicz shear body, i.e., shearing along rock 
interfaces and through supports and tension forces in 
bolts.  (The design against individual blocks could also 
be incorporated in the NATM, but contradicts to some ex- 
tent the basic concepts of this method. ) 

b. Rigid supports (temporary and final) are analyzed as 
rings or arches resulting in thrust forces, moments, and 
displacements. Steel sets are considered as smeared out 
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Figvu"e 16.     Failure of individual  block 

reinforcements.    Using thrust-iroment interaction diagrams 
(Figure IT),   reinforced concrete supports  are usually de- 
signed based on the ultimate strength approach.     Since 
the  support  performance has  to be  used  in  the char- 
acteristic  curves,   it  is necessary to construct  such 
curves  1'or various  support characteristics.     This  can be 
done by closed  form solutions,  the  stress  method,  or FE 
methods.     The  stress method actually allows  to some ex- 
tent an integrated ground-structure analysis using ground 
reaction coefficients. 

ULTIMATE STRENGTH 
ENVELOPE 

LINER IN 
QUESTION 

MOMENT  COEFFICIENT 

Figure 17.     Thrust-moment interaction diagram 

Nonstructural shotcrete in  tunnels 

i49.     Shotcrete  fo" sealing purposes.     Shotcrete  can prevent water 

and gas   flow due to  its  low permeability.     The use of shotcrete  as  a 

water stop is  frequently made during construction and is  not  specifically 

designed.     Shotcrete can be  applied directly on  surfaces   through which 

distributed "area"  flow enters the  tunnel.     (Relief holes  are drilled 

later through shotcrete into the ground.)     By adding more  accelerator 

and increasing the cement  content,   rapid setting and strength increase 
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can be achieved; this modification of the shotcrete mix is frequently 

decided on the spot. Where such flow conditions are frequent, a 1- to 

2-cm layer of Gunite is applied first before spraying shotcrete.  If con- 

centrated flow occurs, plastic hoses are inserted at the location before 

shotcreting. This method has been expanded to a drainage-water stop 

system, which is to some extent designed as follows: plastic channels of 

half-circular cross sections are placed at regular intervals with the 

open face against the rock and their lower end connected to the tunnel 

drainage system. Concentrated flows are diverted with plastic tubes 

into these channels. The channel-tube system is sprayed over with shot- 

crete. The number and size of the channels depend on the estimated in- 

flow.  Linder (Reference l6) describes a similar system using prefabri- 

cated concrete elements.  The reduction of slaking and swelling with a 

thin 5- to 10-cm shotcrete layer is usually decided on the spot. 

50. Shotcrete as support of water stop. Water stops in the form 

of sprayed or rolled-on liquids can normally be applied only on a dry 

and reasonably even surface. Water stops in the form of sheets have to 

be welded against point or strip type support, which in turn have to be 

fixed to the tunnel surface.  Both kinds of water stop should be pro- 

tected from puncturing by sharp edges.  Shotcrete is ideally suited for 

all these purposes.  Its thickness depends on the unevenness of the nat- 

ural tunnel surface. From a purely structural point of view—holding the 

water stop in place—a layer of 2 cm (Gunite) is sufficient.  Additional 

thickness is, however, necessary to even out the natural surface. 

51. Shotcrete for the protection of steel support.  The Bernold 

method consisting of perforated corrugated steel sheets backfilled with 

concrete (Reference 1?) requires a shotcrete protection of the steel 

sheets. Steel sets that would be exposed for a long period of time can 

also be protected by shotcrete in a 1- to 2-in.-thick layer.  Although 

mainly intended for corrosion prevention, shotcrete contributes to the 

structural support performance in all these applications and may thus be 

included in the design. 

Other shotcrete applications 

52. Applications like dish- or tub-shaped structures in the ground 
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or slope protection are designed as for normal concrete. As mentioned 

before, these applications are taking advemtage of the formwork elimina- 

tion by shotcrete and the mechanization of concrete placement, rather 

than make use of unique shotcrete characteristics in the ground-structure 

interaction mechanism. However, there is actually no reason why those 

characteristics should not be taken into account in the design particu- 

larly of slope protection. The author of this report does not know if 

such a design approach has been used.  In the area of "shotcrete struc- 

tures" or "sculptural applications," the design particularly from an 

architectural point of view has definitely made use of the particular 

shotcrete characteristics.  (Several modern churches have been built 

mainly by shotcreting.) 

53. This concludes the discussion on shotcrete design.  It has 

been shown that shotcrete has unique characteristics:  the possibility 

of constructing thin and thus flexible supports, its continuous char- 

acter in contrast to other flexible supports, the interaction mechanisms 

between shotcrete and ground, the possibility to combine it with other 

supports, and its low permeability. These unique characteristics have 

also been incorporated in the modern design approaches previously de- 

scribed. Since some of these characteristics are strongly influenced by 

the shotcrete technology, it seems warranted to discuss the most impor- 

tant technological aspects. 

Shotcrete Technology 

5^. Three major problem areas are mixture design, shotcrete ap- 

plication, and control. This discussion is based on the use of shotcrete 

in tunnels only. 

Mixture design 

55. Aggregate■ Maximum grain-size is 30 mm, sometimes 35 mm, 

but frequently only 15 or 20 mm. Most guns have their maximum perform- 

ance for a maximum grain size of 20 mm. Maximum grain-size Gunite is 

6 or 8 mm. No broken material should be used since it has the tendency 

to break down further during spraying. Equidimensional particles are 
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preferred since they can be placed in a texture of higher density com- 

pared to other particle shapes. 

56. Cement control. Shotcrete is 300- to UOO-kg/m dry mixture; 

Gunite is 1400- to 500-kg/m dry mixture. Usually, cement is type III. 

(A new development is the specification of cement content of the shot- 

crete in place and to leave it to the contractor to select the proper 
3 

dry mixture. In one application, 350 kg/m in place was specified, which 
3 ' 

was achieved with a dry-mixture cement content of 270 kg/m .) 

57. Water-cement (W/C) factor. Values vary between 0.55 and 0.30, 

smaller values for greater maximum grain size. It should be noted that 

the rebound decreases with increasing water content. Maximum strengths 

are reached for W/C at approximately 0.35, decreasing to 80 percent of 

the maximum for W/C ~ 0.55. 

58. Accelerators. Powder type—between 2 and 7 percent of cement 

weight. They frequently do not get evenly distributed in the mixture 

and are therefore decreasingly used. They should not be used in wet- 

mixture shotcrete.* Liquid type (Citodur, Sarabond)—approximately 

6 percent of cement weight. 

Shotcrete application 

59. Surface treatment. The ground surface has to be cleaned. 

Sandblasting may be used, but due to the danger of silicosis, it is fre- 

quently replaced by high-pressure water Jets. The smooth surfaces of 

machine-driven tunnels reduce the adherence of shotcrete, particularly 

in wet conditions and low-strength ground (shale). Under such circum- 

stances, wire mesh (in Europe usually 10 by 10 cm of B-mrn reinforcing 

steel) should be first fixed to the rock surface even if it is not needed 

for structural reasons. The wire mesh is fixed by short bolts. An in- 

sufficient number of fix points leads to vibrations of the mesh and 

loosening of already sprayed shotcrete. The number of bolts has to be 

determined on site, since the vibrations depend on the application 

parameters (distance, velocity, and direction). 

60. Shotcrete (Gunite) layers. Usually, an initial layer richer 

in cement is applied. For example, 

* The new equipment by Challenge-Cook Brothers has, to the author's know- 
ledge, not yet been used in Europe. 
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a. Gunite initial layer, approximately 1 cm thick, cement 
content 500 kg/m3t dry. 

b. Shotcrete initial layer approximately 2- to 3-cm Gunite; 
applied according to the criteria mentioned above. 

The following layers can be applied without treatment of the surfaces of 

previous layers. The thickness of shotcrete that can be applied at one 

time depends on the use of accelerators.  Shotcrete without accelerators 

cannot be applied overhead in thicknesses greater than 3 cm (Reference 

l6). With accelerators there are practically no limitations. The 

layer thickness is then governed by length of tunnel section, available 

time, and performance of the equipment, keeping in mind that it is more 

important, to cover the tunnel surface with a thin layer as rapidly and 

completely as possible than to spray thick but limited shotcrete patches. 

(Wire mesh (10 by 10 cm, 8-mm rebars) mats are of a width corresponding 

to the section to be shotcreted (round length) but for reasons of han- 

dling are rarely wider than 1 m. These mats are usually fixed directly 

to the rock, but sometimes to the initial Gunite of shotcrete layers.) 

6l.  Spraying techniques: 

a. A gun is held at a distance of approximately 1 ra from the 
surface, perpendicular to the surface. Spraying has to 
proceed from lower to higher parts of cross section to 
prevent the embedding of rebound in the lower parts. 

b. Rebound depends on temperature (optimum 15 to 250C), ce- 
ment content (less rebound if high), W/C factor (less re- 
bound if high), maximum grain size 'most for approximately 
15 mm). Jet velocity, and direction of Jet relative to 
surface. The rebound contains more coarse particles and 
less cement than the initial mixture, thus implying that 
the shotcrete in place has a smaller maximum grain size 
and higher cement content than the specified mixture. 

£. The equipment is usually the dry-mixture type. Wet- 
mixture equipment is, however, used as high-rate concrete 
placement equipment in connection with the Remold method. 

d. Remotely controlled equipment includes truck- or rail- 
mounted equipment with booms or rotating arms supporting 
one or several nozzles (Reference 18), and particularly 
is used in large-diameter tunnels where spraying would 
have to proceed from special scaffolding or Jumbo decks. 
The author is personally familiar with one case in 
which the remote control limits the close observation 
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of the spraying operation and thus the fine regulation 
that a hand operator normally provides. Consequently, 
rebound (up to UO  percent +) and the embedding of rebound 
were significantly increased. This may, however, have 
been an exceptional case. 

62. Other problems: 

a. Distance from tunnel face.  The requirement that shotcrete 
be applied close to the tunnel face in low standup time 
rocks may not be fulfilled in tunnels driven with the 
tunnel boring maching (TBM). Only large-diam (>6 m) 
machines permit the installation of shotcreting platforms 
or a remotely controlled shotcreting equipment directly 
behind the rotating head (which still means that there is 
an "unsupported" section of about 1 m +). 

b. Blasting effects. Shotcrete reaches sufficient strength 
to permit blasting of a new round, approximately 10 hr 
after spraying up to the face.  Damages due to earlier 
blasting can be repaired by spraying.  With smooth blast- 
ing or line drilling, blasting can proceed 2 to 3 hr 
after spraying. 

c_.  Rebound removal.  Rebound removal causes problems in ad- 
dition to the increased muck removal and transportation 
capacities if shotcreting does not occur in the zone where 
mucking takes place.  Additional loaders have to be pro- 
vided and constant cleaning of the roadway or track lead- 
ing through this section are necessary.  In TBM driven 
tunnels, the shotcreting will always be at a different 
location from the muck loading. Also, TBM and their 
follow-up equipment (conveyor belt gantries) roll or 
slide on the invert or on special tracks on the invert 
and are thus affected by the debris on the invert; the 
space between TBM and invert is limited, thus making 
cleaning operations difficult. 

d_.  Invert shotcreting. The requirement that the support be 
closed to a full ring as soon as possible causes diffi- 
culties because of the installations that have to be 
placed and the equipment that are moving on the invert. 
Even the short setting and strength-increase time may be 
too long from a construction operation point of view. 
Shotcreting of the invert is definitely faster than the 
frequently specified cast-in-place concrete, but may have 
to be substituted by prefabricated elements if it impedes 
the construction operation. 

Control 

63. This problem area involves only the control of the shotcrete 

and not the control of the ground-support system (previously discussed 
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in paragraph ^7). The two main aspects that have to be controlled are 

as follows: 

a. 

b. 

The shotcrete thickness is controlled by steel or wooden 
pegs; often bolt heads may serve the same purpose.     New 
surveying techniques making use of photogrammetry can 
detect differences of > 1 cm. 

The shotcrete quality in place cannot be controlled  in a 
satisfactory manner at the present time.     Core specimens 
are limited in number;   index tests  (indenters,  rebound 
hammers) have to be conducted  in the fresh shotcrete 
(indenter) and leave uncertainties about the final  qual- 
ity, or they involve both ground and shotcrete  (rebound 
hammer).    At the present time,  only the quality of the 
raw material can be stringently controlled, which is  un- 
satisfactory in view of the importance of the application 
parameters. 

6U.    This phase of the report on shotcrete technology shows that 

the technological aspect of shotcrete design  involves considerable prob- 

lems that warrant attention.    It also emphasizes the importance of the 

construction crew and particularly of the nozzle operator, again con- 

firming the dependence on contractor cooperation. 

65.    The discussion of European shotcrete design has to include a 

few words on developments that may affect the use of shotcrete in the 

future. 

Developments Affecting Shotcrete 
Design and Practice 

Developments in 
analysis and design 

66. ETH—Zurich, Switzerland—has developed an elastoplastic  fi- 

nite element program for tunnel design.     It has been practically used 

for about 1+ yr.     Problems with regard to input parameters and particu- 

larly the modeling of the actual behavior  (the "unloading mode" due to 

excavation is only approximated)  remain. 

67. ETH—Lausanne, Switzerland—is modifying a three-dimensional 

elastoplastic FE program that has been developed for reactor design. A 

few test runs have been compared with observations in tunnels and show 
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satisfactory results. The program needs at least 2 to 3 yr of further 

development. 

68. Extensive measurement programs are presently under way also 

In tunnels not constructed by the NAIW. The main goal of these programs 

is the widening and refinement of the data base of the design methods de- 

scribed in paragraphs I4T and 1*8. The measurements involve: changes of 

the stress state and displacements as the tunnel advances to and passes 

the measurement sections; extent of the plastic zone and particularly of 

the plastic volume increase. 

Developments in 
material technology 

69. (The author has written a report on potential advances in con- 

crete technology applicable to tunnel supports for the Swiss Federal 

Railroads from which some of the following statements are taken.) 

70. Regulated set cement. Seemingly ideally suited for shotcrete 

in providing early strength and practically no reduction in final 

strength (in contrast to accelerators), it is also cost competitive. 

There are, however, some problems that need further investigation. 

Shrinkage cracks due to rapid setting and associated heat development 

have to be avoided since they defeat some of the main purposes of shot- 

crete, such as continuity of the support. Also, the strength increase 

may actually be too rapid since some "creep" behavior is actually part 

of the shotcrete-ground interaction mechanism.  This requirement may be 

satisfied by modifying the cement characteristics. 

71. A thorough investigation is also necessary of how all the con- 

ditions in a tunnel (temperature, moisture, ground characteristics) af- 

fect the regulated set cement. Furthermore, if an in situ modification 

of the set characteristics could be provided, this could be incorporated 

in the in situ design modifications of the NATM. However, the cement 

industry seems reluctant to push regulated set cement. 

72. Fiber reinforced concrete. Steel or glass fiber shotcrete 

would allow a faster placement of reinforced shotcrete than the present 

procedure. The author does not know of any commercially available equip- 

ment or any practical application.  The cement industry has, however. 
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extensively experimented with this method.    Problems are the distribu- 

tion and orientation of the fibers in the shotcrete.     (Will the fibers be 

paralled to the tunnel surface?    Will they increase the rebound due to 

their flexible characteristics?)    Normally, reinforced shotcrete is less 

expensive than fiber reinforced shotcrete. 

73.     Ferrocement  (only in connection with Gunite).    This is one of 

the most promising methods to produce a high-tensile-strength concrete. 

Such a material can be used in thin layers (approximately 2 in.), can 

provide sufficient resistance, and is at the same time highly flexible, 

thus conforming well to the support requirements previously outlined. 

The disadvantages are the large labor component  in the total cost and 

the mesh size that requires Gunite and makes the adaptation to an uneven 

tunnel surface difficult. 

7U.    Polymer-impregnated concrete, polymer-cement concrete, and 

polymer concrete.    Polymer impregnation is probably not possible due to 

the usually low permeability of shotcrete and the difficulties of im- 

pregnation and catalyzation procedures in the tunnel environment. 

Polymer concrete will basically have higher compressive and particu- 

larly higher tensile strength than cement concrete.    These desirable 

characteristics are presently outweighed by sensitivity to moisture 

and cost. 

75. Prefabricated elements.    The problems of shotcrete applica- 

tion in TBM driven tunnels (application directly behind the face is im- 

possible; rebound disrupts the TBM operation and requires additional 

removal equipment)  lead to an increased use of prefabricated elements, 

particularly large precast concrete elements  (five to nine per cir- 

cumference) that have been developed and are extensively used in 

Switzerland.     Developments like ferrocement and polymer-impregnated 

concrete may make the flexibility and installation time of supports 

composed of such elements equal to or better than those of shotcrete 

supports. 

76. Shotcreting equipment.    The remotely controlled guns have 

already been mentioned.    Their use seems to be promising once their ap- 

plication quality becomes similar to hand application. 
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77. A logical extension of the subjects Just discussed of the re- 

cent or near future developments is a few comments and recommendations 

for research and development. 

Recommended Research and Development  in Both 
Design-Analysis and Technology 

Recommended research and de- 
velopment  in analysis and design 

78. The mechanisms governing shotcrete behavior  (see paragraphs 

38-1*3) seem to be recognized, but their relative contribution and also 

the question if other mechanisms are involved have to be further inves- 

tigated.    This may only be possible in the context of the treatment of 

the  following more basic problems. 

79. The ground-support behavior in tunnels  ib very complex, and 

the analytical methods  include many approximations.     A better understand- 

ing of this behavior obtained from measurement programs and reviews of 

case studies is necessary. 

80. With improved understanding of the ground-structure behavior, 

it will then be possible to improve the analytical methods  (e.g.  FE 

methods) and particularly to determine appropriate tests for the input 

data of the analyses. 

81. It may not be possible or desirable to reduce the substantial 

empirical partrf of the analysis-design procedure.     However,  it  is neces- 

sary to clearly establish the need for empirical input based on the im- 

proved understanding of the ground-structure behavior.     Also, once the 

need for empirical input has been established,  it  is  important to 

formalize it;  that is,  to tell the designers where in the design pro- 

cess it has to be used and on what it has to be based  (in situ measure- 

ments, data from other tunnels). 

82. The description of the design methods,  particularly the com- 

ments on the NATM,   indicate that improvements  in the usual United States 

tunnel design and construction procedures* could be achieved by applying 

*    Although progressive design and construction procedures are practiced 
in Europe, there are still many tunnels designed and built  in the 
traditional way. 
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these methods.     Thiü will be difficult,  however,  due to substantial de- 

viation from the present design procedures,   specifications,  and 

contractor-engineer-owner relations.    A test  tunnel or test section in a 

tunnel may be useful to promote these changes. 

Recommended research 
and development  in technology 

83.    A major problem is the quality assessment of shotcrete in 

place and the relation between shotcrete characteristics in place, 

ground characteristics,   raw material,  and application procedure. 

8U.     Instrumentation and measurement techniques for shotcrete 

quality assessment and for the monitoring of ground-support behavior 

need to be developed. 

85. Material and application technology could be pushed further 

in the direction of "ideal  support behavior:"     immediate  support applica- 

tion after excavation;  controllable support  displacements that optimize 

the ground contribution.     Research and development  should thus consider 

high-strength,  low-cost materials with adjustable  flexibility.    This may 

be done by pursuing some of the promising developments outlined in 

paragraphs 66-76. 

86. The mechanized application equipment  should be developed such 

that continuous monitoring and adaptation of in  situ shotcrete quality 

and layer thickness are possible. 

87. In some cases, other types of supports may be better suited 

than shotcrete or its combinations with other supports. Particularly, 

the development of prefabricated liners should be pursued. 

Summary and Conclusions 

88. The  review of European shotcrete  design and p.-actice showed 

that shotcrete  is used:     (a)  in tunnels—as  structural  support,  as  a seal 

to prevent alterations of the ground and to reduce water inflow, and as 

support  for water  stops;  and  (b)  in surface  applications—as  structural 

member where use of formwork would be difficult or more expensive,  and 

as slope protection or where irregular surfaces are required. 
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89. These shotcrete applications involve either the structural 

performance of the shotcrete itself, the structural performance of shot- 

crete and ground acting together, or its characteristically low perme- 

ability. The uniqueness of shotcrete comes to bear in the ground- 

shotcrete interaction, which is of particular importance in the design 

of tunnel supports. 

90. The modern design approaches that have been discussed in this 

report all take the ground-structure interaction prominently into ac- 

count. Closed form and numerical analyses, both making use of the com- 

puter, play an important role in the described design methods. Their 

use is, however, limited because of the lacking data base for input pa- 

rameters and the inadequacy of the underlying conceptual models. The 

most important characteristic of these design methods and particularly 

of the New Austrian Tunnel Method is the engineered construction, i.e., 

the design methods incorporati.it, empirical input and particularly ob- 

servations made during construction. This allows the designer to stay 

close to a factor of safety of 1 for the temporary supports. Close co- 

operation of the contractor is necessary. 

91. The main advantages of shotcrete as a tunnel support are, on 

the one hand, its flexible character (that permits ground displacements 

and thus mobilization of the ground resistance, which thereby contrib- 

utes to the support action) and, on the other hand, its continuity and 

the possibility of rapid application (which minimizes the possibility 

of "loosening" and the associated reductions in ground resistance). The 

prevention of loosening may require closing the shotcrete support to a 

full ring. 

92. Comments on shotcrete technology, that is, mixture design, 

application techniques, and control, show that a great number of factors 

govern the quality of the shotcrete in place. 

93. Research and development is necessary in the areas of ground- 

support behavior, detailed mechanisms involved in the shotcrete behavior, 

improvement of material characteristics and quality control, and possible 

replacement by other support types. 
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PART III:     USE OF SHOTCRETE FOR TUNNEL LINING 

by 

U. S. Bureau of Reclamation 
Engineering and Research Center* 

Introduction 

9^. There is considerable interest today in the use of shotcrete 

for tunnel linings.  Indicative of this was the 1973 Shotcrete Confer- 

ence (American Concrete Institute Publication SP-H5; Reference 19) held 

in South Berwick, Maine, and the followup conference scheduled for the 

fall of 1975. Committee 506, Shotcreting, of the American Concrete In- 

stitute (Reference 20) is presently considering preparation of a state- 

of-the-art report on shotcrete for underground support. The Civil En- 

gineering Department at the University of Illinois, under contract to 

the Federal Railroad Administration, has prepared a shotcrete handbook 

for designers and field personnel (Reference 21). 

95. The Corps of Engineers has used shotcrete for tunnel linings 

and other underground support applications and like others, including 

the Bureau of Reclamation (USBR), has experienced varying kin^ls and de- 

grees of difficulties.  To obtain a better insight into the solution of 

such difficulties and to help determine where research dollars should be 

expended, the U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES) at 

Vicksburg, Mississippi, has assembled this state-of-the-art report on 

shotcrete design and practices.  In June 197^, the USBR entered into an 

agreement with the WES to prepare this section of the report on the 

USBR's design and construction concepts and experiences in using shot- 

crete for tunnel linings. 

96. Although, for a number of years, some form of shotcrete has 

been used in USBR tunnel construction, it has only been in recent years 

that shotcrete has been used for primary tunnel support.  Past usage 

* This report was prepared by engineers anr. technicians at the Bureau 
of Reclamation, Engineering and Research (E&R) Center in Denver, 
Colorado. 
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generally has been in conjunction with steel  rii   supports  for protecting 

rock  surfaces from deteriorf' ion  and  sLoughing.   More  recently,  the USBR 

has  used  shotcrete alone   for temporary support, w^th a  concrete lining 

installed at a later time.     Experiences gained  from these uses have 

given designers confidence   in the use of the  shotcrete  support  system, 

and   it  is now being used  alone as primary support and   final   lining where 

Justified.     Cunningham Tunnel,  an 8-ft-(2.^-m-)diam,  gravity-flow,  water 

conveyance tunnel  presently   (19TM  under construction on  the  Fryingpan- 

Arkansas Project  in Colorado,  will have parts of its  ?.8-mile   (^.5-km) 

length lined with shotcrete  for  total  support and  final   lining.    A more 

detailed report of shotcrete work  in this and other tunnels  is described 

later. 

97. The USBR's philosophy regarding the use of  shotcrete in under- 

ground tunnel work  is much  the  same as  it  is  for other  design  and con- 

struction activities.     Since much of the cost  for design and  construc- 

tion of tunnels and other  project  features must be repaid by those who 

benefit  from the  structure,   designs must be as economically attractive 

as possible while not  sacrificing aesthetic values and   safety.     This 

practice  is best  demonstrated by the  use of alternate bidding  schedules 

where,   for instance,  the  use of  shotcrete for  final  tunnel  lining  is 

permitted at the contractor's option. 

Design  Considerations and Experiences 

Shotcrete uses specified by designers 

98. Shotcrete  is defined   (American Concrete  Institute)   as  "mortar 

or concrete conveyed through a hose  and pneumatically projected at  high 

velocity onto a surface."     Under this broad definition,   shotcrete com- 

posed of various combinations of      ment,  aggregate,  and  accelerator has 

been  specified for the following ^arposes or. USBR underground  shafts, 

tunnels,  and chambers: 

a. Primary support and final lining. 

b. Protective  coating on excavated surfaces  of tunnels  and 
underground  chambers over materials that   deteriorate 
when exposed to air.    This coating provides temporary 
protection until the final concrete lining is placed. 
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c . Protective coating over structur l steel rib supports , 
rockbolt plates , heads and nuts, assoc iated metal 
shapes required for support of underground chambers, and 
wire fabric used to prevent ro kfalls . 

d . An alternate for timber , ~teel , or concre e l agging be
tween structural steel r i b supports . 

99 . Table l lists recent USBR construction where sho crete has 

been used and describes the purpose of he shotcrete appl i a ions . o 

shotcrete has been used in USBR " .>oft ground" tunnels where l in r l a e 

has been required for support . The chief advan ages of s ho r ete s a 

support ing nr protectin medium in cons rue i on work ar ( l ) h s pee 

at which it may be applied in amounts and lo a ions a s neede , a n 

(2) the economy resul ting from the continuous construction process. USER 

design drawings and narrative specifications are tailor d t o assur e that 

adequate thicknesses of shotcrete are placed in cr i ical areas a 

critical times . 

Design procedures 

100 . Designs for underground fac ilities sua_l y begi n wi h a tudy 

of geologic data . These data customari l y inclu e a map o f the rface 

geology above the fac i l ity , the logs from ril~ holes , and the r ock 

cores drilled on or near the construe i on site . At the conclusion of 

t he geologic study , the esigner us ally decides on whether the e xca

vated opening must be completely lined or whether par s may be l ef n

lined . Except for tunnels const ructed in the early 1900 ' s , the great 

majority of USBR water conveyanc e t unnels bui lt prior to 1970 were 

completely lined with concrete (Reference 22 ). After 1970 , in an 

effort to reduce tunneling costs , tunnel s we r e designed to include 

linings only where they were absolutely required and where practicable . 

This criterion applied particularly to long , gravity-flow, water col

lection tunnels (Nast, Hunter, and Cunningham Tunnel~ of the Fryingpan

Arkansas Project in Colorado) . These tunnels , excava ed through gran

ite and gneiss formations, were not lined where competent , erosion-

resi tant rock existed , and shotcrete was used fo r primary suppor and 

final l ining wherever possible . At tis ime (197u) , the f irs of these 

tunnels has been completed but not ye subjected to design flows . The 
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other  two are under construction.     Therefore,  performance data pertain- 

ing to  recently constructed,   partially lined tunnels are  lacking. 

101.     In estimating the  type  and extent of support  required   in 

underground openings,  consideration  is given as  to how the   facilities 

will   be  excavated.     In earlier years,  underground  facilities were conven- 

tionally excfivatod   in  rock by  the  drill and blast   (DB)  method.     However, 

in  the  past   10 yr,   11'  long USER water conveyance tunnels  ranging  from 

9 tc  .U   ft  (P.7  to 6J* m)   in  diameter have been  excavated  by machine bor- 

ing  (Reference P3).     Alternate bidding schedules  are usually provided  in 

USER  specification;"   for  long water  conveyance tunnels  that  allow a con- 

tractor   to select  the  least  costly method of excavation  for the  partic- 

ular Job.     Figures  18 and   19,   taken  from Cunningham Tunnel  Specifica- 

tions  No.  DC-TO2I4,  show the  required  tunnel  sections deemed  acceptable 

under  either DB or machine-bore  (MB)  method of excavation  for  the  par- 

ticular  geologic  setting traversed  by this tunnel. 

10P.     Although considerable  progress has been made  in  equipment 

development   in  the  last   few years,  most TBM's  are not  presently equipped 

to apply  shotcrete  for tunnel   support,  especially in small   (15-ft   (lt.6-m) 

diameter and  less)  tunnels.     The principal difficulty  is  that  adequate 

space   is  not  available around  the machine and  its  trailing equipment to 

permit   shotcrete applications   immediately behind the cutterhead.     Another 

problem  is the  inability of thin  shotcrete tunnel   lining  to withstand 

thrust   from the boring machine support pads. 

103.     Specifications  for  ten of the twelve ME tunnels   (Reference 23) 

allowed  the contractor the option of using shotcrete  for protective coat- 

ing  in  nine tunnels and  for primary  support  in one.     Contractors  elected 

to  use  protective coating shotcrete  in six of the tunnels,  but  no  primary 

support   shotcrete has been used in  any MB tunnel   to date   (19TM.     In 

several   instances,  however,  USBR  specifications have  included  require- 

ments   for shotcrete  in MB tunnels where application could be  carried 

out  near the end of the conveyor that trails the TBM.     In those  in- 

stances,   shotcrete application was used principally to  control  deterio- 

ration  of the excavated  surfaces  resulting from stress  relief or 

moisture changes. 
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lO't. In preparing specil'icutions for tunneling work, the designer 

must constantly be aware of the space limitations that dominate under- 

ground operations. Gpace limitations are especially critical in small- 

diameter tunnels. For such tunnels, it is particularly important that 

specifications requirements for supports be clearly defined. Doing so 

will permit a contractor to bid on a tunnel with some assurance of the 

exact type of construction activity that will develop in the tunnel. 

105. The service conditions under which the tunnel will operate 

and the  in situ quality of the shotcrete are major items concerning USER 

engineers when considering the use of shotcrete.    The sidewalls of 

shotcrete-lined reaches of water conveyance tunnels should be well keyed 

into the rock at the invert level to protect against possible undermining 

by flowing water.    This is particularly important in cases where the bond 

between excavated surface and shotcrete may not be adequately developed. 

Figure 19 shows details of shotcrete keyed into the invert at the base 

of the tunnel sidewall. 

106. Detailed studies and cost estimates are employed in estab- 

lishing definite designs and specifications for a tunnel.     Shotcrete 

often offers economies, chiefly in a partially lined DB tunnel, where it 

can serve as  support and final lining  for the tunnel. 

107. Shotcrete has been applied in USER tunnels with steel rib 

supports where the excavated rock surface required protection to avoid 

deterioration and sloughing.    Usually the thickness applied for this pur- 

pose has been 1-1/2 in.   (3.8 cm).    When this thickness of shotcrete  Is 

applied for the full length of a tunnel  (to cover all surfaces except 

the invert),  the cost in recent years has approximated 5 percent of the 

total tunnel cost.    If the cost of supporting a tunnel throughout  its 

length with steel ribs is taken at 20 percent of the total tunnel cost, 

it can be seen that increasing the 1-1/2-in.   (3.8-cni) average shotcrete 

thickness to the thickness required for overall support of the tunnel 

may be more economical than using ribs supplemented by a layer of pro- 

tective shotcrete. 

108. Figure 18 shows details of a shotcrete "dental work" type 

of treatment  for tunnel surfaces.    This type of repair is specified  for 
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seams of deteriorated rock or gouge material that may erode, slake, or 

expand when exposed to air or water.    Seams of varying width and orien- 

tation are sometimes encountered in reaches of otherwise competent, 

erosion-resistant rock.    Minimum treatment consists of excavating the 

soft seam material to a depth from the tunnel surface equal to twice the 

width of the seam or 6 in.   (15.2 cm) maximum.     The excavated space  is 

then refilled with shotcrete;  the repair material is extended an addi- 

tional 3 in.   (7.6 cm)  inside the excavated surface, and is lapped over 

the excavated surface about 6 in.   (15.2 cm) on each side of the seam. 

109. Although USBR design crawings and specifications generally 

describe minimum thicknesses of shotcrete to be applied on an excavated 

surface, the actual thickness applied depends on the rock conditions en- 

countered.     The narrative paragraph "Shotcrete for Tunnel Support" used 

in recent specifications states;     "The areas to be covered and the thick- 

ness of the shotcrete shall be as hereinafter specified, as shown on the 

drawings, or as directed by the contracting officer,     "/reater thicknesses 

than those shown on the drawings may be directed or approved by the con- 

tracting officer."    This approach reflects the opinion of most USBR de- 

signers that shotcrete specifications should be flexible enough to permit 

the field engineer or inspector to increase the shotcrete thickness  in 

critical or potentially critical areas.     Periodicals  (References 2h   and 

25) are perused regularly to learn of new information on the design and 

application of shotcrete. 

Design parameters 
and rules of thumb 

110. Judgment and experience of both E&R Center and construction 

office personnel are the main guides used  in preparing specifications 

for USBR shotcrete applications.     Although some effort has been directed 

toward the use of the finite element method of analyses for tunnel  sec- 

tions,  standard design procedures have not been published.    However, 

mathematical analyses described by Sattler (Reference 26),  Mason  (Refer- 

ence 27),  Heuer  (Reference 19), Deere et al.   (Reference 28),  and Rabcewicz 

and Golser  (Reference lU) are considered in arriving at a shotcrete thick- 

ness for a particular underground opening.     The following parameters and 
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other variables are considered in preparing designs for underground 

shotcrete applications: 

a. Function of tunnel,  shaft, or chamber, 

(l) Access 

(?) Water conveyance 

(a) Pressure 

(b) Gravity 

(i) Equipment to be installed 

b. Type of excavation. 

(1) Machine bore 

(2) Drill and blast 

(3) Machine spade 

c_. Size and shape (geometry of the opening). 

(1) Space to accommodate water flow 

(2) Space to accommodate excavating and shotcreting 
equipment 

(3) Space to accommodate maintenance equipment 

d_. Geologic factors. 

(1) Standup time of rock 

(2) Susceptibility of rock to deterioration by air 
or water 

(3) Shear and fault zones 

(M Orientation and shape of rock blocks 

(5) Rock quality (RQD*) and degree of weathering 

(6) Orientation, continuity, and spacing of major Joint 
sets 

(7) Shear strength along Joint surfaces 

(8) Amount of water inflow 

e^  Shotcrete properties. 

* RQD is a modified core recovery classification developed by D. U. 
Deere and others at the University of Illinois. This classification 
is based on counting only those pieces longer than h  in. (10.2 cm) 
of sound rock in the NX core (Reference 28). Shorter lengths of core 
are not considered. The percentage is the ratio of total length of 
core h  in. (10.2 cm) or longer to the length of the drill hole. 
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(1) Compressive strength 

(2) Tensile strength 

(3) Shear strength 

(M Bond strength between shotcrete and adjacent rock 

f_.     Flow and abrasion resistance   (in water conveyance 
tunnels). 

111.     A preliminary guide for the selection of the most commonly 

used type of primary tunnel supports  is provided in the following 

tabulation: 

Rock Quality 

Support System 
for Hard-Rock 

Tunnels 
Good 

(Intact) 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Fair 
(Massive and 
Moderately 
Jointed) 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

(B] 
Poor 
Locky and 
Seamy) 

r 

Yes 

Yes 

Very 
Poor 

(Crushed) 

Rockbolts 

Shotcrete 

Steel rib 
supports 

No 

Yes 

112. In addition to providing alternate bid schedules for either 

Mil or DB excavation, USER tunnel  specifications often provide alternate 

bidding schedules  for types of support systems.     For example.  Schedule 2 

in Cunningham Tunnel Specifications No.   DC-702i4 required DB construction, 

steel ribs  for primary support, and concrete lining over ribs;  Schedule 1 

required DB construction and shotcrete  for primary support and lining; 

and Schedule 3 required MB construction and rockbolts for primary sup- 

port.    The low bidder elected to construct the tunnel under Schedule 1. 

113. Heuer  (Reference 19)  developed a "Rule of Thumb"  for use in 

determining the location and thickness of shotcrete for temporary sup- 

port in 15- to 20-ft-(^.6- to 6.1-m-)diam tunnels.    His concept has been 

expanded by USER designers to include suggested final support applica- 

tions in smaller tunnels  (Table 2). 

ll'*.    Where shotcrete is used as a protective coating over exca- 

vated surfaces that deteriorate and slough when exposed to air or water, 

the minimum thickness specified is now 1-1/2  in.   (3.3 cm).    A recent 

contract where specifications allowed shotcrete for this purpose was in 
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Table 2 

Typical  Hhotcrele AppHcaUorm  In Tunnelu  KxperlenclnK Uxniutilng Uiadu 

1 

Ground Condition 

Tenporary ;Jupporl  for 
V- to ?0-n-{U.6- 

tu 6.1-ni-)Diara Tunnelu 

Final Support  for 7- to 
I'j-rt-U'.l- to U.6-m-) 

Dlair Tunnelts  

(lood Ground 

Vfhere support problems are minimal, 
but for one reason or another a 
"bald-headed" tunnel is consid- 
ered unacceptable.    RQD commonly 
75 percent or more 

2-in.   (5.1-cm)  thickness  in 
arch above  aprinKllne 

r'-in.   ('j.l-cn)    'ininiuni 
thickness at  base of 
aidewalls,   increasing 
uniformly to   ?-in. 
(7.6-cm) thickness at 
top of arch 

Fair Ground 

Where the rock is more closely Jointed 
or broken and the arch definitely 
needs some support, but  sidewalls 
are stable.    Ground allows good bond 
of shotcrete to excavation perimeter. 
RQD commonly 50 to 75 percent 

^3-in.   (7.6-cm)  thickness  in 
arch,  feather out below 
springline 

?-in.   (5.1-cm) minimum 
thickness at  base of 
sltewalls,   increasing 
Uiiiformly to  5-in. 
(12.7-cm) thickness 
at top of arch 

Poor Ground 

Where tunnel walls tend to ravel some, 
or where a good shotcrete bond to 
rock cannot be achieved.    RQD 
commonly 25 to 50 percent 

3- to U-in.   (7.6- to 10.2-cm) 
thickness  in arch.     ^3-in. 
(7.6-cm) thickness on 
walls.    Carry to base of 
walls  in horseshoe tun- 
nels.    On circular tunnels, 
wall coverage  required de- 
pends on quality of shot- 
crete bond to rock.     If 
bond Is of fair quality, 
nay need only upper 270- 
deg shotcrete  coverage. 
If bond is very poor,  need 
full  360-deg coverage 

3-in.   (7.6-cm)  minimum 
thickness at  base  of 
sidewalls,   increasing 
uniformly to 6-in. 
(15.2-cm)  thickness 
at lop of arch. 
l*-in.   (10.2-cm) 
thickness on   invert. 
Consider use of wire 
fabric  above 
springline 

Very Poor Ground 

If support problems are truly loosening 
loads, treat as above  for poor 
ground, but add another Inch of 
shotcrete giving 1* to 5 In.   (10.2 to 
12.7 cm)  in arch,  and ♦U in.   (10.2 
cm) on walls * 

If the ground contains a significant 
percentage of clay materials,  as  In 
Joint coatings,   is very closely 
Jointed or perhaps crushed,  and Is at 
a significant depth below surface so 
that in situ stresses are high,  sup- 
port problems are probably due to 
overstresslng or combined overstress- 
ing and loosening, and ground should 
be treated as described for over- 
stressed ground  (Reference 19) 

Do not use shotcrete. 
Support with struc- 
ural steel ribs and 
line with concrete 
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the IT-ft 6-1n.   (5.3-m)  horseshoe-shaped Tunnel No.   h on the Navajo 

Indian Irrigation Project in New Mexico.    This tunnel was constructed 

under Specifications No.  DC-6983.    These specifications contain the 

standard USBR narrative paragraph, "Shotcrete for Protective Coatings." 

A permanent concrete lining was later placed over the shotcrete coating. 

115. Although reliable equipment for applying either dry-mix or 

wet-mix shotcrete is commercially available, until 1973 all shotcrete 

applications on USBR underground work specified use of the dry-mix 

process.    However, present thinking is that as long as compressive and 

bond strengths of the in situ shotcrete are within specified limits at 

the designated age,  shotcrete is adequate regardless of the method of 

application.    The option of using either the dry- or wet-mix shotcrete 

process was included in the Cunningham Tunnel Specifications No. DC-702'+, 

but the successful bidder chose to use the dry-mix process.    The wet-mix 

shotcreting process was used in the Auburn Dam foundation tunnels in 

California. 

116. USBR provisions for payment for shotcrete are based on the 

volume of material passed through the shotcrete machine nozzle.    Since 

the awarding of the Cunningham Tunnel contract, many discussions have 

occurred concerning whether this method of payment favors the use of the 

dry-mix process.    Manufacturers of wet-mix process equipment maintain 

that the present method of payment for shotcrete is unfavorable to them 

since applications using the dry-mix process yield more rebound than 

those of the wet-mix process and, hence, more material for payment.    Al- 

though the method of paying for shotcrete material through the nozzle is 

still used by the USBR,  consideration is presently being given to other 

possibly more equitable provisions for payment. 

Problem areas in design 

117. To design shotcrete sections, the engineer should have data 

on the behavior of the rock through which an opening is made.    These 

data should include an indication of the pressure that will be exerted 

on the shotcrete lining and the inward or outward movements of the ex- 

cavated opening.    These data may be obtained from commercially available 

instnunents installed in the excavated opening.    This equipment is costly 
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to purchase, install, and monitor. Also, the instrumentation readings 

obtained from a particular facility are unavailable to the designer for 

many months after construction specifications have been issued. There- 

fore, there is a need for more performance data from rock types that may 

be encountered in future tunnel work. 

118. In their paper, Austin and Fabry (Reference 29) described 

the pressure cell and extensometer instrumentation installed in Hunter 

Tunnel in 1972 and the measurements obtained from these devices. For 

the three locations measured, four out of the five pressure cells in- 

stalled indicated a divergence of the excavated opening after each head- 

ing advance. Similar data from the most commonly encountered rock types 

are being assembled to assist in future designs.  If performance data 

from the rock formations to be encountered in a particular situation are 

not available, the designer must rely on experience and judgment. 

119. Another problem encountered by designers is that it is seldom 

possible to apply primary support shotcrete on the invert of DB tunnels. 

This operation is difficult because the invert is rarely cleaned com- 

pletely and the railway track is not removed until at a time near the end 

of the contract. Therefore, it is seldom possible to base a design on a 

complete ring-type analysis of the section. 

120. Few head-loss measurements have been made in shotcrete-lined 

water conveyance tunnels.  Additional prototype hydraulic test data are 

needed to verify values of roughness coefficient used for flow over shot- 

crete surfaces. Figures 18 and 19 show the values of roughness coef- 

ficient "n" used in Manning's formula for determining the hydraulic prop- 

erties for rock surfaces anticipated in Cunningham Tunnel. 

121. In situ shotcrete variability is a problem to designers. 

Although 28-day compressive strengths as high as 5000 psi (S1*^ MPa) 

have been specified in large underground openings by other agencies, 

USER experience in relatively small tunnels (up to 13 ft (U.O m)) indi- 

cated that considerably lower strengths were obtained.  In Hunter Tunnel 

(19T0-T3), the specifications called for an 8-hr strength of 500 psi 

(3.!+ MPa) and a 28-day strength of 3750 psi (25.9 MPa) for primary sup- 

port shotcrete. Most test cores showed lower strengths. The lower 
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strengths obtained in Hunter Tunnel were generally attributed to  (a) dif- 

ficulties caused by the  severely restricted working space,  i.e.,  poor 

visibility,  rebound,  fog,  dust;  and  (b)  difficulty  in getting undisturbed 

core samples.    Since the  specified strengths were not  consistently ob- 

tained in Hunter Tunnel,   compressive strength requirements  for Cunningham 

Tunnel  (19T1*) were reduced to 500 psi  {3.h MPa)  and   3250 psi   (22.14 MPa) 

at 8 hr and 28 days, respectively.    iJince compressive  strengths  for 

Hunter Tunnel shotcrete were consistently low,   field  personnel   oi'ten di- 

rected applications of slightly  thicker layers  of shotcrete than the min- 

imums  shown on the  specifications  drawings. 

122. USBR  partially lined water conveyance tunnel specifications 

requiring shotcrete for primary  support  state generally  that  "shotcrete 

shall be applied where directed or approved by the contracting officer 

and greater thicknesses than those shown on the drawings may be directed 

or approved by the contracting officer."    This  statement actually leaves 

the decision on amounts  and locations of shotcrete  applications  to the 

tunnel inspector.     Where  considerable amounts  of shotcrete are  required, 

USER construction engineers have  usually tried  to utilize their most 

competent  inspection personnel  to make decisions on  locations  and amounts 

of shotcrete.    Wherever  possible,  an engineer  examines  the exposed rock 

immediately after  each heading advance.     Because of the amount  of Judg- 

ment  involved in the tunnel on where and how much shotcrete  should be 

applied and the  fact that the  shotcrete support varies  in thickness due 

to the unevenness of excavated  surface,  designers usually provide a 

larger factor of  safety than  for concrete  facilities.     UGBR designers 

generally use a minimum  safety factor of 2 for  shotcrete designs. 

Construction Considerations and  Experiences 

Equipment requirements  and uses 

123. The USBR requires that equipment  uded  for mixing and apply- 

ing shotcrete shall be capable of handling and applying shotcrete con- 

taining a specified maximum size  of coarse aggregate  and an accelerating- 

hardening admixture.     The equipment,  including mixers,  hoses,  nozzles. 
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nozzle liners , air and water pressure gages , and gaskets , is to be rain

tained in a clean and proper operating condition . For the dry proces s , 

the discharge nozzle must be equipped with a manually operated water in

jection system having sufficient pressure to provide an even distribution 

of water i nto t he sand-, coar se- aggregate-, cement- admixture mix . The 

water valve must be convenient to the nozzleman and be capable of ready 

adjustment to vary the quantity of water delivered to the mixture . A 

pr operly operated air compressor capable of producing clean, ry air ade

quate for mai ntaining a uniform nozzle velocity for the appl ication is 

required . 

124 . Descriptio~s of the equipment used at some U BR projects to 

batch , mix , and apply shotcrete are as follows : 

a . Charles H. Boustead Tunnel an- Arkansas Pr o ·ect . 
This tunnel , located near Leadville, is a 10- ft - 3 .1- m) 
diam water gravity- flow diversion tunnel approximately 
5 miles (8 . 1 km) in length . Excavation was accomplished 
by conventional DB methods . Saturated , squeezin round 
wa s encountered approximately halfway t hrou h t he length 
of the tunnel . The principal support system use in 
the tunnel was structural steel ribs . Shotcrete w s 
used in a broad shear zone of inhomogeneous and hi hly 
altered r ock to prevent sloughing and fallout an as 
supplement to the steel supports . Concrete was l ater 
placed over the shotcrete for fi nal linin . A double 
chamber shotcrete rna hine wa s used . A gregate and sand 
were batched at the tunnel portal usin a Winslow Binan 
batcher and i schar ed into 4- u- y - (3 .1- m ) capacity 

oran A itator cars . The a itator cars w r transported 
y rail to the t unnel heading . The ag re ate was dis

char e from the a itator car s onto a short onveyor 
belt which fe a one- ba mortar mixer where cement was 
a ed and the materials mixed . The mixe materials 
were dumped from he mixer onto a conveyor belt which 
fed the shotcrete machine . A v- plow mounted over t he 
conveyor made a fur r ow in the ag regate and cement 
mixture where the dry Tricosal ac elerator was hand- fed 
from prewei he sacks . The shotcrete oper ation was 
con ucted in t he summer of 1968 when oarse a re ate 
shotcrete for under ound support was qui e new to the 
U BR . Even thou h the methods were crude by t o ay ' s 
standards , satisfactory results were obtaine . 

b . Hunter Tunnel , Fr yi ngpan- Arkansas Project . Hunter 
Tunnel , loc ted near Aspen, is an 8 . 5- ft (2 . 6-m) 
horseshoe- shaped , r avity- flow, par ially l ine water 
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diversion structure. Excavation was performed by con- 
ventional DB methods. Where competent rock existed, no 
supports were installed.  In reaches where support was 
required, shotcrete was the primary support for the first 
I4.5 miles (7.2 km) of this tunnel. The remainder of the 
tunnel, approximately 3.5 miles (5.6 km), is to be con- 
structed at a later date. The contractor used an Eimco 
shotcrete machine with a shop-built 5-cu-yd (3.8-m3) 
capacity, two-compartment hopper car for delivery of ma- 
terials to the shotcrete machine. Coarse aggregate and 
sand were prebatched and mixed in a concrete batch plant 
located near the tunnel portal.  The mixed sand and ag- 
gregate were dumped into the large compartment of the 
hopper car directly from the mixer. The cement was 
weighed and dumped into the small compartment of the 
hopper car. This car was then moved into the tunnel and 
attached to the shotcrete machine, tfhich was also mounted 
on a car. Materials, including Sigunit accelerator, were 
fed from the hopper car by electric-powered, rheostat- 
controlled augers mounted in the bottom of the individual 
hoppers.  Calibration of the feed rate of the augers was 
difficult because voltage fluctuations caused speed vari- 
ations. Also, wear on the augers affected the feed rate. 
A l-l/8-in.- (2.9-cm-) diam True Gunnall Nozzle was used 
to apply the 3/8-in. (l.O-cm) maximum size aggregate 
(MßA) shotcrete, which in most cases occurred imme- 
diately after a heading advance.  Operating air pressure 
at the machine ranged from 30 to TO psi (0.?1 to 0.^8 
MPa) with a pressure of h3  to 50 psi (0.31 to 0.3^ MPa) 
generally being used.  The pressure of mixing water 
ranged from U5 to 110 psi (0.31 to 0.T6 MPa) with a 
water pressure of 100 to 110 psi (0.69 to 0.76 MTa) be- 
ing generally used.  This high water pressure was used 
to ensure that the water Jetting from the water ring 
would penetrate the flow of material passing through the 
nozzle, thereby producing a uniform shotcrete mixture 
prior to and after application.  Air and water pressures 
were monitored at the shotcrete machine.  Fifty feet 
(15.2 m) of feeder hose was generally used. 

Hast Tunnel, Fryingpan-Arkansas Project.  Nast Tunnel, 
located near Aspen, is a 10-ft h-in.~  (3.2-m) diam MB, 
circular-shaped, gravity-flow, partially lined water 
diversion tunnel.  Shotcrete was used for secondary sup- 
port, for protective coating over support metalwork, and 
for treatment of erodible rock seams in this 3-mile- 
(^.S-km) long tunnel. The secondary shotcrete was ap- 
plied after the tunnel was holed through as treatment 
and final lining over the deteriorated rock and gouge 
seams.  The contractor used a Reed shotcrete machine 
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with a shop-built '»-cu-yd- (3.1-m^) capacity, two- 

compartment hopper car for delivery of materials to the 
shotcrete machine. Coarse aggregate and sand were pre- 
batched and mixed in a concrete batch plant located near 
the tunnel portal. The mixed sand and 3/8-in. (l.O-cm) 
MSA were dumped into the large compartment of the hopper 
car. The cement was weighed and dumped into the small 
compartment of the hopper car. This car was then pulled 
into the tunnel and attached to the shotcrete machine, 
which was also mounted on a car. Materials, including 
Monoset accelerator, were fed from the hopper car by 
electric-operated, rheostat-controlled augers mounted in 
the bottom of the individual hoppers. Calibration of 
the feed rate of these augers was regularly checked to 
mitigate the effects of wear. A 2-in.- (5.1-cm) diam 
Gunite Nozzle was used for the application of shotcrete. 
An operating air pressure of 50 psi (0.3^ MPa) and a 
water pressure of 100 psi (0.69 MPa) were generally used. 

Cunningham Tunnel, Fryingpan-Arkansas Project.  Cunning- 
ham Tunnel, located near Aspen, is a 3.0-mile (U.d-km) 
long, DB, horseshoe-shaped, gravity-flow, partially lined 
water diversion tunnel presently (197M under construc- 
tion. Diameter of the concrete-lined section is 7 ft 
6 in. (2.3 m).  Shotcrete will be used as the primary 
tunnel support system in those areas where rock condi- 
tions permit and will be applied immediately after a 
heading advance. The contractor will use an Aliva 600 
shotcrete machine with a shop-built 6.25-cu-yd- (^.8-m5) 
capacity hopper car for transporting materials into the 
tunnel.  Sand, coarse aggregate, and cement are batched 
and mixed at the inlet portal. A li-cu-yd- (3.1-m3) Smith 
mixer is used for mixing the materials. The materials 
are discharged from the mixer into the hopper car and 
transported by rail into the tunnel. A horizontal con- 
veyor belt mounted under the hopper moves the material 
from the hopper to the shotcrete machine. A slide gate 
located at the end of the hopper and above the conveyor 
belt controls the materials feed. A small hopper equipped 
with a feed rotor is mounted near the end of the horizon- 
tal conveyor belt for dispensing the dry GS-25 accelera- 
tor. The rate of accelerator feed is controlled by the 
speed of the rotor.  The accelerator feed rotor is 
powered by a direct chain from the drive pulley on the 
horizontal materials conveyor belt. This allows an 
accurate ratio of accelerator to cement, sand, and 
coarse aggregate, regardless of the speed of the con- 
veyor. Three-eighths-in. (l.0-cm) MSA is to be used. 
This shotcreting equipment is pneumatically powered. 
Experience indicates that in an underground environment 
the pneumatically powered equipment is superior to 
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electrically powered equipment. Dust generated by the 
shotcreting operation fouls the complex electrical sys
tems, causing considerable equipment malfunctions that 
require skilled technicians to repair. The pneumatically 
operated equipment is basicall y mechanical and can usu
ally be repaired by the average miner, thereby reducing 
costs. Materials are discharged from the gun to the 
nozzle through a 2-in.- ( 5 .1-cm) inside-diam (ID) hose. 
The nozzle is fitte with the standard water ring , but 
an additional water ring has been installed in the de
livery hose 10 ft ( .1 m) back of the nozzle. This en
sures a more thorough wetting of the mixed ingredients. 

e. Intake tunnel, pumping chamber, and shaft, outhern 
Nevada Water Project. This water conveyance project is 
a pressure system located near Henderson, Neva a. Rock
bolts , 7 and 12 ft (2.1 and 3 .7 m) long, were the pri
mary support system used in these facilities. Shotcrete 
was a pplied as a final lining on excavated surfaces to 
provide protection against erosion of flowin water after 

he f acilities were placed in service, and as a protec 
t ive coating over the ends of rockbolts, associated wire 
fabric , and metal pans. Brief descriptions of three 
areas where shotcrete was used during construction in 
1969 and 1970 follow: 

(1 ) To t he arch and sidewall of the 13-ft- (4. 0- m) iam , 
750- ft - (229-m) len , horseshoe-shape , full-flow, 
partiall y lined t nnel . Thickness of the shotcrete 
wa s 4 o 6 in. (10. 2 to 15 . 2 em) wit h 1315 cu y 
(1006 m ) used nd was pplied after the tunnel had 
been excavated and supported by r o kbolts. 

(2 ) To a vert i al access shaft wit h a rectangular shape 
of 22 by 0 ft (6.7 by 3. 1 m) by 194 ft (59. 2 m) in 

ep h. orne 463 cu yd ( 54 m3 ) of shotcrete were 
applied to a t hi knes of 4 in. (10. 2 em) after the 
shaft was completely excavated . 

( ) To n u . er round pump chamber which was covered 
wi h 75 cu yd (287m3 ) applied over 4- by 4-in.(l0.2-
by 10 . 2- m) wire fabric to a thickness of 4 to 6 in. 
(10. 2 to 15 . 2 em) . The dimensions of the chamber 
·;;ere approximately 75 by 20 by 10 !'t (23 by 6 by 3 m). 

hotcrete was applie after rockbolts were installed 
an tightene in the pump chamber. 

An Aliva Model 00 pneumatic shot rete machine was ~se 
with the material dry mixe in a con ret transit-mix 
truck and delivered to the shotcrete machine hopper by 
a front -end loader. The rock walls were cleaned, and the 
running and dripping water was collected prior to apply
i ng the shotcrete. It was necessary to reclean the rock 
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frequently as ement dust from the operation would coat 
the surface and prevent adequate bond. Because of the 
dirty, uncomfortable, and somewhat unhealt hy conditions 
associated with shotcreting and other tunnel work, t he 
labor turnover was high and experienced nozzlemen were 
scarce. This coupled wi t h the poor visibility while 
shotcreting and equipmen problems very often resulted 
in improper nozzle us and other difficulties impeding 
high-quali t y shotcrete pro u · · on. Further ore , t he 
shotcrete operation shoul hav been kept close t o the 
headin , but with other minin equipment in t he tunnel , 
this became impossible at times. 

f . Tunnel No . Nava o I ndian Irri ation Pro ect. hot-
crete was used in his . 5-mile ( 5. -km ) lon , ravity
flow tunnel loc ted 35 miles ( 56 . 3 km) southeast of 
Farmin ton , which was excavated in 1971 and 1972 . Ro k
bol ts were the primary supports in the tunnel . The rna .1 

purpo e of the shotcr te was prot ction of the weather
sensitive shal s and s n stones . Final concrete linin 
was placed over the shot rete eating. This 19 . 5- ft 
( 5 . 9- m) iam circular tunnel was excavat d wi t h a tunnel
in machine . Approxim tely 540 cu yd (413 m3) of sho 
crete were u to reduce w ter seepage in t wo large 
fallout ar a in the tunnel crown . About 200 cu yd 
(15 m3) of shotcrete were appJie 3 in . (716 em) thick 
to the walls an rown to protect the weather- sensitive 
formation . It was estimated tha 50 percent rebound 
curred durin most of this shotcre e application . The 
shotcrete equipment consisted of a Meynadier AG Type V 
shotcre e m chine rna e in Zurich , wi tzerland , equippe 
with an air motor an an Acrison additive feeder driven 
by an el ectric motor , nd a Moyno water pump. Batchin 
con is e of char in transit mixers with 4800 lb 
(2174 k ) of s n , 2000 lb (906 k ) of 3/4-in. (1 . 9- cm) 
a re ate , an 25 1 (95 dm3 ) of wate r an then mixing 
3 min . The transi mixers t hen hauled the mixed mate
rial o the stockpile. The mixture of sand and a re-
ate was then remove from the stockpile with a front 

end loader an deposited into an a itator car , along 
with seven ba s of Type III cement per cubic yard 
(390 k /m3) . The cement was added by hand. The car was 
moved into th tunnel , and the a regate wa s fed into the 
shotcrete machine alon wi th 4 percent " Isocrete" 
accelerator a itive . The mixture was forced to the 
nozzle by air press re , with wa er added at the noz zle . 

ince the hotcrete machine was not equipped with a a e , 
the r ot tional spee w s me sured with a tachometer an 
ran ed from 600 to 900 rpm. Rebound loss was estimated 
at 50 percent . Application of the shotcrete immediately 
behind the cuttin he o t he TBM was very ifficult 
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because of the minimum clearance between the bore and the 
equipment. 

Tunnel No. kt  Navajo Indian Trri^ation Project. Tunnel 
No. I4, a 1-mile {l.6-km) Jon^, Rravity-flow structure, 
is located approximately iO  miles ('18 km) southeast of 
Farmington, New Mexico.  Excavation for this was com- 
pleted during 1973 and 197'» by conventional DB methods 
resulting in a PO.^-ft (6.P-m) horseshoe section.  Shot- 
crete 1-1/? in. (}.8 cm) thick was used in this tunnel for 
preventing surface deterioration of the air- and water- 
sensitive shale and sandstone formations.  Steel sets 
were installed as the primary support.  Concrete lining 
was subsequently placed over the shotcrete.  A Reed dry- 
mix shotcrete machine mounted on the back of a transit- 
mix truck with a Hlaw Knox mixer was used.  A screw 
conveyor moved the mixed sand and cement from the mixer 
to the shotcrete machine.  Unicrete accelerator was fed 
into the screw conveyor at the rate of 1 lb (O.'t^ kg) 
per bag of cement.  Coarse aggregate was not used in the 
mix.  Rebound loss was estimated to be between 10 and 
15 percent.  This application of shotcrete was very ef- 
fective in preventing surface deterioration in the 
weather-sensitive formations.  In addition, it eliminated 
most of the requirements for lagging behind the steel 
supports in the walls.  Application of shotcrete close 
to the heading was limited.  Shotcrete applied closer 
than 12  ft (3.7 m) to the heading was occasionally dam- 
aged by blasting.  However, in the formations encountered 
in this tunnel it was desirable to apply the shotcrete 
in the crown closer to the heading and then repair any 
damaged shotcrete after blasting. 

Subsurface excavations - Auburn D;im, Central Valley 
Project.  The specifications for the tunnel work asso- 
ciated with the Auburn Dam foundation contract required 
shotcrete to be applied by the dry-mix process.  Pur- 
suant to a request by the contractor and the attendant, 
benefits to the Bureau, the requirements were waived to 
permit the use of the wet-mix system.  The wet mix was 
delivered to the Jobsite in fi-cu-yd (6.1-m3) Challenge 
transit mixers and discharged into the hopper of a 
diesel-powered Thomsen A-7 pump. This shotcrete mix was 
pumped through a l^-in. (lO.^-cm) line to H second 
diesel-powered Thomsen A-7 pump inside the tunnel, which 
was equipped with a powder accelerator dispensing unit. 
Operating as a unit with this pump was an air drier and 
accelerator supply tank.  The pump in the tunnel fed the 

shotcrete mix to the nozzlo where air, containing pre- 
viously added accelerator, forced the material at high 
velocity to the tunnel walls.  Some difficulties were 
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encountered with the accelerator dispenser calibration 
and thus required some special monitoring and other ef
fort to assure quality control. As the job progressed, 
other mechanical problems developed with the dispenser, 
ultimately forcing the contractor to change equipment. 
He obtained a Challenge squeeze-crete shotcreting ma
chine which used powdered accelerator formed into 6-in.
diam by 12-in.-long (15.2- by 30.5-cm) logs. Sigunit 
and Isocrete accelerators were both tried initially, but 
the logs used in the second system were made from Sigunit 
powder. The squeeze-crete pump which replaced the 
Thomsen pump in the tunnel performed well in the shot
creting operation, although its capacity seemed to be 
somewhat less than that of the Thomsen. 

Materials require
ments and experiences 

125. Cement used by the USBR in shotcrete is generally Type II and 

low alkali meeting requirements of Federal Specification SS-C-192g, al

though some Type III, high early strength cement has been used. In most 

cases, the cement used has been tested by the Government or accepted on 

certification that it meets applicable specifications. 

126. The usual quality requirements for concrete aggregate also 

apply to aggregate for use in shotcrete. These requirements are asso

c iated wi th t he parameters of specific gravity, soundness, absorption, 

and radation. In some instances, an increased amount of material pass

in he 100-mesh sieve has been allowed, if needed, to provide added 

workability and adherin qualities of the shotcrete. The sand and 

coars aggre ates used in shotcrete usually are naturally occurring ma

terials frequently supplemented with minor amounts of crushed materials. 

127 . Most r~ nt specifications for coarse aggregate shotcrete 

use for primary s1pport have required the use of an accelerating

hardening admixture which is added to the mix in powder form. Th use 

of al ium chloride has not been allowed. I t is recognized that where 

the shotcrete application is used strictly for sealing the rock against 

moisture change , hi h earl y strength is not usually required, and the 

use of accelerators may not be warranted. 

Shotcrete mi xes 

128 . Although the shotcrete mix used is subject to the approval of 
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the contracting officer on the specific project, specific tions require 

the contractor to determine the exact proportions of cement, sand, coarse 

aggregate, and accelerating-hardening admixture. In some instances, 

specifications have required a minimum of seven bags of cement per cu yd 

(390 kg/m3 ) of shotcrete. Requirement s for 8-hr and 28-day compressive 

~trengths will usually control the exact mix proportions. The sand, 

c oarse aggregate, cement, and admixture mus t be thoroughly mixed befor e 

being fed into the delivery equipment. Machine mixing of the dry ingre

dients, except t he accelerating admixture, is required. 

129. Some examples of mixes used at projects are shown in the 

following tabulation: 

Cement 

Southern 658 
Nevada ( 390) 

Hunter Tunnel 658 
( 390) 

Nast Tunnel 658 
( 390) 

Cunningham 658 
Tunnel ( 390 ) 

Pounds 3 per cu yd (kg/m ) 

Sand 

1692 
(1003 ) 

1749 
(1037 ) 

1574 
(933 ) 

1701 
(1009) 

Coarse Aggregate 
3/16 in. 3/8 i n. 
(0. 5 em) (1.0 em) 

t o to 
3/ 8 in. 3/4 in. 
( 1. 0 em) (1. 2 em) 

738 345 
(4 38) (204) 

1415 0 
(839) 

1288 0 
(764 ) 

1427 0 
(846 ) 

Admixture, percent 
bl Wei6ht of Cement 

4.5 t o 8.0 

4.0 

3. 0 to 4.0 

2 . 5 to 4.0 

130. In most i nstances , the r equi r ed compr essive strengths ave 

been 500 ps i (3 . 4 MPa ) at 8 hr and 3000 to 4000 psi ( 20. 7 to 27 . 6 MPa ) 

at 28 days . Some di fficulty has been experienced i n achi eving t hese 

str engths from t he same mix . I t he 8-hr requirement i s met , then t he 

28- day str ength may fal l below the desi red strength. It is known t hat 

shot rete accelerators , lthough promoting hi h ear l y st r ength, can 

cause a reduced s rength development at j ncreased a e , depending upon 

t he quantity of accelerator used . Also , the temperature of t he t.taterials 

and shotcrete mix can in luence the effec lveness of t he acceler at or . 
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Application require
ments and experiences 

131. Since shotcrete is a relatively new material in the construc

tion of underground facilities, and because of the difficult and environ

mentally unattractive working conditions, experienced craftsmen capable 

of apply "ng shotcrete and operating suppo~t equipment are generally 

scarce. Nozzleman should demonstrate their ability to apply shotcrete 

of the required quality prior to application of shotcrete for underground 

support. Fellow workmen must have confidence in the material that is 

supporting the ground they are working under. The owner wants a mate

rial that will support anticipated loads for the required life of the 

structure. The builder wants the material applied in a way that mini

mizes his cost in the application. The USBR requires the nozzleman to 

shoot test panels to demonstrate his ability to apply the shotcrete and 

the ability of the application and batching equipment to deliver the 

proper ingredients to the ground requiring support. These panels also 

will provide information on th~ mix design. 

132 hotcrete application underground, particularly in the long 

small-diameter tunnels built by the USBR for water conveyance, is ac

complished in cramped quarters under less than esirable conditions. 

Adequate lighting is required so that the surface to be covered can be 

seen by the nozzleman. urfaces to be coated must be clean and free of 

running or dripping water. It is necessary to collect the water inflow 

in pipes prior to shotcrete application. Dry cement dust from previous 

applications must be removed from rock surfaces to assure a good bond. 

133. When a leading shield is used f r TBM support, it is impera

tive t at the shotcrete be applied immediately behind the shield. If 

shotcret is applied on the sidewalls ahead of t he thrust grippers of 

the TB it is usually necessary to repair these areas after the gri -

pers have moved on. 

afety and envi
r onmental requirements 

134. The contractor is required to maintain sa ety in all ~reas 

where shotcrete is being applied. odium and/or potass ium hydroxide and 
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possibly other chemicals contained in accelerating-hardening admixtures 

are moderately toxic and,  when used in shotcrete, may cause skin and 

respiratory irritation unless adequate safety measures are taken.    To 

assure adequate protection against toxic materials and dust, nozzlemen 

and helpers are required, when handling and applying shotcrete contain- 

ing an accelerating-hardening admixture,  to wear gloves,  adequate pro- 

te  '■ive clothing, and sand-blasting hoods supplied with filtered air 

that is free of objectionable or toxic material.     U,   S.  Bureau of Mines- 

approved respirators equipped with a chemical  filter that will prevent 

passage of caustic mi 5ts may be used in lieu of hoods provided goggles 

or safety glasses are worn.    Protective ointments  for use by workmen to 

minimize skin irritation are to be readily available near the shot- 

creting operation.    Air hoses are required to be equipped with safety- 

type couplings and secured with wire or chain at each coupling to pre- 

ent whipping in the event of a failure. 

135. Although shotcreting takes place  inside of a tunnel, the en- 

vironmental effects can be felt outside as well.    The chemical acceler- 

ator and portland cement  included in the shotcrete are also contained in 

the rebound material which ends up on the invert of the tunnel.    These 

chemicals are leached  from the wasted shotcreting material and carried 

by the water flow out of the tunnel into downstream tributaries.    To 

preclude these and other pollutants associated with the tunnel construc- 

tion from entering downstream water sources,  the USER requires the con- 

tractor to  furnish and operate a water treatment plant. 

Construction diffi- 
culties and problem areas 

136. Many of the difficulties which are encountered in the 

Bureau's use of shotcrete have already been mentioned in other areas of 

this report.     However,   it seems well to reiterate some of them as well 

as others here. 

137. Very often when a contractor is  starting a tunnel and prepar- 

ing his equipment he seemingly forgets that there will be a 28-day delay 

between the time he shoots his test panels and the time the Bureau ap- 

proves the mix design and strengths.     Furthermore,  there is a tendency 
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for contractors to shoot test panels for one mix design, accelerator con- 

tent, etc., rather than from several mixes, thereby assuring an approved 

mix.    Another situation which arises is that the nozzleman who shoots 

the test panels and demonstrates his capabilities may not remain on the 

Job for the contractor's total tunnel shotcrete application. 

138. Space limitations adjacent to equipment in the Bureau's long, 

small-bore tunnels present many different construction difficulties 

relative to the application of shotcrete near the head.    Shotcrete ap- 

plication is hampered by the typically poor lighting,  fog dust, etc., 

from shooting, access, and other factors.    Furthermore, timely inspec- 

tion of the in-place shotcrete is also hampered by the same factors. 

More and improved use of remote shotcreting could simplify some of the 

difficulties.    Increased use of the wet system of shotcreting could ira- 

pvove the environmental problem.    The availability and use of improved 

low-caustic accelerators that become environmentally inert a few hours 

after application would be an improvement. 

Testing and Evaluating Considerations and Experiences 

139. Shotcrete testing during construction differs considerably 

from concrete testing.     The term 3000-psi  (20.T-MPa)  concrete means that 

an average value of 3000 psi  (20.7 MPa) was obtained by breaking 6- by 

12-in.   (15.2- by 30.5-cm) control cylinders in compression at a certain 

age.    In the industry, the 6- by 12-in.   (15.2- by 30.5-cm) cylinder has 

become the standard specimen not because it necessarily represents the 

property of the in-place material, but because so much experience has 

been amassed with it that  confidence in designs  can be based on its test 

results.    When reference is made to 3000-psi  (20.T-MPa) shotcrete, the 

full meaning is ambiguous.    The reference may be to compressive strengths 

of 3- or 6-in.   (7.6- or 15.2-cm)  cubes or of 2- or ^-in.   (5.1- or 10.2-cm) 

cores.     In shotcrete quality control, there is presently no standard spec- 

imen size to which all compressive strength results are related.    It is, 

of course, possible to  fabricate 6- by 12-in.   (15.2- by 30.5-cm) cylin- 

ders by shooting into wire mesh cylinders, but  such specimens probably 
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differ considerably from the in-place material.  Each test method or 

specimen size Kives different results, some varying by 20 percent or 

more. No test methods give the exact strength of the in-place material. 

It is therefore important to report not only the test results but also 

the si7.e and shape of the test specimen used. 

iko.     Compressive strength is the most widely used quality-control 

parameter for r.hotcrete and the one generally used by the USBR.  There 

are many factors that affect shotcrete quality, such as good mix design 

and batch plant control; good workmanship and equipment maintenance are 

particularly important.  Visual inspection during and after application 

can detect variations in water content, workmanship deficiencies, and 

sand-pocket inclusions or laminations.  Visual inspection can also de- 

tect gross variations in accelerator content.  The final quality eval- 

uation in USBR shotcrete work, however, is compressive strength. 

ihl.     Since failures, when they do occur, usually result from com- 

binations of compressive, shear, and tensile overstresses, the validity 

of evaluating shotcrete primarily on the basis of compressive strength 

may be questioned.  In some cases, abrasion resistance and permeability 

may be very important factors in the quality desired.  There are, how- 

ever, some good reasons for relying so heavily upon the compressive 

strength test for shotcrete quality.  Generally, higher compressive 

strength is accompanied by higher abrasion resistance, lower permeability, 

higher shear strength, and higher tensile strength.  Compressive strength 

test results usually she«/ less scatter and are therefore easier to evalu- 

ate than tensile strength results; it is difficult to design a shear test 

that does not also apply a bending moment to the specimen.  Finally, 

compressive strength tests are more convenient to perform; they take 

less time, skill, and specialized equipment than abrasion, permeability, 

shear, or tensile tests.  Unless the uniqueness of the problem warrants 

such specialized testing, compressive strength testing is usually 

sufficient. 

USBR practices and experiences 

ihP.     USBR specifications for tunnel support shotcrete normally 

require minimum average compressive strength values at 8 hr and at 
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28 daya. Typical requirements are 500 poi ( •i.'t MPa) at 8 hr and 

3250 psi (?2.l4 MPa) at 28 days based on tests of NX-size cores having a 

length-diameter ratio of 2.  The 8-hr requirement is necessary to ensure 

that the set accelerating admixture is producing sufficient early 

strengths to resist the shock of blasting and rock movement. The 28-day 

strength requirement is necessary to ensure structural integrity and 

long-term durability. 

lh3.    At least 30 days prior to application of shotcrete, the con- 

tractor is required to fabricate test panels for each mix to be used. 

This may or may not be at the construction site, but the same equipment 

and materials to be used during construction must be used during fabri- 

cation of the panels, and a Government inspector must be present.  The 

primary purpose of the preconctruction testing is to confirm that the 

mixes and equipment used are capable of producing shotcrete of the spec- 

ified strengths and quality.  It is to the contractor's advantage to try 

several mixes including several brands and percentages of accelerator 

to avoid the delay that may result if only one mix is tested and if it 

fails to meet the 28-day strength requirement. As mentioned in para- 

graph 131, the nozzleman who fabricates the test panels should be the 

same one who applies the shotcrete in the tunnel so that his capabil- 

ities and procedures can be evaluated.  If the 8-hr requirement is not 

met, the delay is minimal since more mixes can be tested the following 

day, but failure to meet the 28-day requirement results in at least a 

28-day delay in testing additional mixes.  The preconstruction testing 

also serves, in the absence of a standard acceptance test, to evaluate 

the cement-accelerator compatibility. 

lUk,    Preconstruction test panels must be at least 18 in. (^5.7 cm) 

square with two or more sides open or with tapered edges to prevent re- 

bound inclusion. Two or more vertical and horizontal panels are fabri- 

cated for each mix.  USBR laboratory studies show that about 1000-psi 

(6.9-MPa) compressive strength is required to obtain good 2-in.- 

(5.1-cm-) diam cores from concrete or shotcrete.  Therefore, sawed cubes 

are usually used to obtain 8-hr compressive strengths, which are nor- 

mally less than 1000 psi (6.9 MPa),  Four-in. (10.2-cm) cubes are tested 
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at 8 hr, and either l-i-in. (10.2-cm) cubes or NX-size (2-1/8-in. (5.''-cm) 

diameter) cores are tested at 28 days. Strengths obtained on 't-in. 

(10.2-cm) cubes are multiplied by 0.86 to convert to core strength.  Ke- 

sults of tests on cores having length-diameter ratios other than 2 are 

adjusted to the standard 2-L/D ratio.  Panels and specimens are protected 

from moisture loss by polyethylene sheeting or other adequate means until 

the time of testing. 

1^5.  Preconstruction testing does not guarantee that good quality 

shotcrete will be applied in the tunnel.  The contractor generally uses 

extreme care and his best personnel in fabricating the panels, and work- 

ing conditions are usually much better than during construction.  Precon- 

struction testing does demonstrate that the mix design and the equipment 

are capable of producing shotcrete of the specified strengths.  Once a 

mix is established, it is not to be changed without prior USER approval. 

In some cases, this approval will only be given after further testing of 

panels to ensure that the changed mix will meet specifications require- 

ments. The percent and type of accelerator used in the successful test 

panels must be used throughout the Jot unless USER approval for change 

is given.  USER specifications seldom require 8-hr strength tests to be 

made during construction, so it is essentia1 that the prior approved 

mixes remain unchanged. 

1^6.  Tests are required from the in-place shotcrete at 28 days. 

Diamond-drilled NX-size .-ores are extracted from the tunnel lining by 

the contractor.  Cores with L/D ratios of 2 are obtained whenever pos- 

sible. Typically, three cores suitable for testing are to be extracted 

for each 100 (linear) ft (30.5 m) of shotcrete placed in the tunnel.  If, 

as the work progresses, the compressive strengths of the test cores are 

satisfactory, the frequency of testing may be reduced.  If the compres- 

sive strengths are not satisfactory, more testing may be required, and a 

careful examination of the entire shotcrete operation from batch plant 

to the equipment used, including nozzleman technique, is conducted. 

li*7.  Extracting ."ores from the lining may appear to be the ideal 

method of testing the in-place material.  It is probably the most repre- 

sentative test mf.hod in common use, but it does have shortcomings.  The 
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tlmt'  lag associated with  testing cores at 28 days  can  resuit   in poor 

quality  ahotcrete being applied   in the  interim.     PYirthermore,  the use of 

worn  drilling equipment  and  improper drilling procedures   increases the 

chances of damage to cores with attendant adverse effects  on test  results. 

lh&.     When strength difficulties were  encountered  in the UGBR's 

Hunter 'Funnel,  :u\ atl.-m^t   was made to determine  if the test method may 

have contributed      >  tv    problem.     In August  197^,  a shotcrete  slab ap- 

proximately lH y ,   i''  by 6  in.   (^5,7 by h3.1 by 15.2 cm) was sawed from 

the  lining of iiui.t' r Tunnel  and  delivered  immediately to the USBR lab- 

oratories.    This  slap was  cut  to  include the core holes where the con- 

tractor had previously extracted  cores  for testing at  28 days.     Three of 

these NX-size cores were  sent to Denver with the slab.     In Denver,  NX 

cores,   -i-in.   (7.6-em)  cubes,  and  U-in.   (10.2-cm)  cubes were cut  from the 

slab and tested  in compression as were the cores that  had been extracted 

by  the contractor before the  slab was removed  from the  lining.     All   tests 

were conducted 28 days after the  shotcrete was applied.     The  drilling 

technique apparently had  an effect on the strengths obtained.     A slight 

curvature was noted  in the cores  drilled  in the tunnel.     The  average 

strength of cores drilled under  difficult  conditions  in the tunnel was 

about  10 percent  lower than the average strength of cores  drilled under 

ideal laboratory conditions.     Tests on cubes  sawed  in Denver  indicated 

that the use of NX-size cores  in  itself was not causing low compressive 

strengths.     Regardless of size,  none of the tested specimens had 

strengths meeting the  specifications requirement of  3750 psi   (25.9 MPa) 

at  28 days.    The primary problem was apparently not  in the test method 

but   in quality control of the application when working under  adverse 

conditions.     In  some  subsequent  specifications,  the 28-day  compressive 

strength requirement  for  the  shotcrete has been reduced to  3250 psi 

(22.h MPa)  as discussed  in paragraph 121.     Although strengths  of 

3750 psi  (25.9 MPa)  and higher can be obtained even under difficult con- 

ditions,  such requirements  are not always practical. 

1^9.    Another qualitative test, not used for  specifications com- 

pliance, but useful for comparative testing,   is made using the impact or 

rebound hammer.     This  testing te  "inique is normally used only when a 
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problem with some apparently low-quality shotcrete is encountered and a 

quick survey of relative strengths is desired. A series of readings is 

t aken at each location to be evaluated; t hen they are averaged and 

compared. 

Research and test 
methods for t he future 

150. Several ways to improve the test ing of shotcrete are nov 

under i nves tigation by the USBR. One of these is a pullout method . A 

bolt with a washer brazed o he head is positioned so that i t will be 

embedded i n t he fresh shotcrete when it is applied . At the time of test

ing , this bolt is pulled from he s ho tcrete t hrough a metal rin , and a 

trunc ted con of s ho crete is e x r ae d . 'I'he force required to extract 

he cone is ivi e by he fra ure s rface area of he one to obtain 

pullou -failur e st r ess. This arbitrary value is t hen converted to con

ven ional est spe imen val es , sin@ ~ orrelation curves established pre-

viously in he labor a ory. Thi s m ho could possibly provide a 

means f or estin th in- pla e tren h of he shotc r ete lining be fo r e it 

has a aine he s r ngth ne ess ry for su cessf 1 ri lling o f co r es . 

151 . Another study i un er way o enerate data whi ch can be used 

in he inte rpre a i on o shotcre e or and c be tes resul s . The USBR 

has e ste over a thousan sp~cim ns in an ffor to define the relation-

hips be ween compressi ve ren h valu s obtaine from es s on various 

izes of av cube s an rill or An attempt will be made to de-

er mine vh ·h r l r r diame r or es ive less vari ble results . If 

hey o , v may some fu ure ime speci fy ores vi h he len h equal 

o he iam r so ha l r g - iam r sp imens can be obtain d from 

hin linin s . 

152 . There is no oub th t s ing me ho s for sho e r e e wi ll be 

im r ove in the future. For th pr es n , how ver, he U BR relies mainly 

on ores drilled from the linin an on cores or cubes cu from panels 

vi h he size of specimens and rela · onship between t hem stated in he 

s cifi a ions . 
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Summary and General Discussion 

153. Shotcrete containing accelerators and either coarse and/or 

fine aggregates has been used successfully for some time by the USBR in 

undergro~nd water conveyance facilities. These uses have been primarily 

for protection of excavated surfaces and temporary support. Shotcrete 

used for primary tunnel support is still a relatively new tool with the 

USBR. Although some experience has been gained in application, a long

time history of performance in service is no available. Prior to 1974, 

the USBR had used only dry-mix process shotcreting for tunnel support 

with the accelerator being added as a powder. The wet-mix shotcreting 

process is presently (1974) being used at Auburn Dam as permanent re

placement for temporary tunnel supports in foundation exploration 

tunnels. 

154 . Difficulty was experienced at Hunter Tunnel in Colorado in 

obtaining specified compressive strengths . Some lining and ro k fallouts 

have occurred at this tunnel, but it has not been established whether 

this was the result of ground conditions or inadequate support from the 

sho rete appli ation, o r a ombina ion of bo t h. 

155 . Experience ained while shoo in est panels at Cunnin ham 

Tunnel in 1974 in i ated that the skill of t h operator was a major fac 

tor in the quality of the shotcrete . Skill d operators were ab l e o ob

tain up to three times the ompr ssive strengths on test spec imens s 

ho e obtained by unskil l ed operators using he same shotc~~te mix. Poor 

vis ibility, resul ing from ust and w~ er vapor, and inadequate light

ing, frequently encountered in tunnels, compound the difficulties of 

quality control in shotcrete appl ications. Because application proce-

ures play such an important part in the final quality of the shotcrete, 

USBR engineers are very aware that specimens ~aken from test panels made 

under favorable conditions do not adequately represent the quality of 

the in situ shotcrete placed under adverse conditions. Co~es have been 

drilled from the in situ linings to check the shotcrete quality. In the 

case of thin shotcrete linings , it is difficult to maintain L/D ratioE: 

of 2 because ore diameters become too small for reliable and consist ent 
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results. The pullout test method and the use of cores with L/D ratios 

of 1 are being explored as alternate means of measuring in-place quality 

and uniformity. 

156. The use of the wet-mix process shotcrete in exploratory tun

nels at Auburn Dam has only recently been done, and an overall evaluation 

of the merits of this system relative to the dry-mix system has yet to be 

made. The wet-mix process does not seem to have the potential for as 

high a strength as the dry-mix process. Nevertheless, the requirements 

of 500 psi (3.4 MPa) at 8 hr and 3000 psi (20.7 MPa) at 28 days have 

been obtained with both processes. Better visibility during shotcreting 

because of reduced dust and water vapor in the atmosphere aids in ob

taining a more uniform application and consistent quality. Difficulty 

was experienced wi th gumming of the accelerator f~eder because of the 

high humidity in the tunnel, and some consideration was given to the 

use of liquid accelerator. The accelerator was introduced along with 

the air stream. No detailed evaluation was made of the uniformity 

of dispersement of the a celerator throughout the shotcret . 

157. Although aggregate sizes up to 3/4 in. (1.9 em) have been 

used, the most commonly used maximum size is /8 in. (1.0 em). The per

cent of the aggregate which is sand has ranged from 50 to 65 percent. 

Fifty-five percent sand in shotcrete con aining 3/8-in. (1.0-cm) M A 

produces a good shotcrete mix with most aggregates. At C. H. Boustead 

Tunnel, the percent of sand which would pass a No. 100 screen was in

c reased to 14 percent. The increased fines did not appear to improve 

he application or the quality of the shotcrete. 

158 . The expanded use of shotcrete in USSR undergroun1 construc

tion has brought with it additional problems and unanswered ques i ons . 

Although the USSR has a continuing research endeavor in this area, ade

quate funds are rarely available to pursue the solution of problems a 

the pace desired . Some areas where further studies seem warranted are: 

a. Product variability. Ways need to be found for re
ducing product variability from the standpoint of 
materials and workmanship. Equipment, personnel 
qualifications, and quality control testing all play 
a part in this situation. 
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~· Roughness coefficients. Additional prototype hydraulic 
test data are needed to verify values of roughness co
efficient used for flow over shotcrete surfaces. 

c. Application of shotcrete in invert. A difficult problem, 
but one needing a solution, is how to apply shotcrete to 
the invert of a DB tunnel with the rails, pipes, rebound 
material, and other obstacles hindering application. 

d. Remote equipment. . Develop new equipment or refine exist
ing equipment for remotely applying shotcrete near the 
head of the tunnel. 

e. Accelerators. Develop new or evaluate existing low
caustic, nonhazardous additives for accelerating the 
set time of the shotcrete. 

f. Quality control. Further developments in in-place test
ing of shotcrete can help industry establish simplified 
quality control test procedures, possibly by using the 
pullout method. 
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PART IV: SHOTCRETE INSTRUMENTATION 

by 

R. E. Mason* 

Introduction 

159. The use of coarse-aggregate shotcrete for underground sup

port was developed in Sweden and Austria in the mid-1950's. In Sweden, 

shotcrete was generally used as a thin protective coating to prevent the 

development of loosening pressures in hard fractured rock. The design 

of such a lining was dictated by experience and rule of thumb. On the 

other hand, early work in Austria was carried out in soft or badly frac

tured ground, utilizing a structural thickne~s of shotcrete reinforced 

with wire mesh and steel truss arches. The theoretical basis of this 

des ign provide the incentive to investigate loading conditions and re

sulting linin displacements by means of instrumentation. The method of 

construction eveloped in Austria, using a theoretical-observational ap

proach to design, was called the New Austrian Tunneljng Method (NATM). 

160. The A1~ i s a method of excavation an s upport whose aim is 

to provide a rapidly placed flexibl e support system, which re uces 

loo enin pressures to a minimum but allows pressures ue to plastic 

l ow to dissipate i n deformation. The support system generally i n

cludes a lO- o 15-cm thickness of shotcrete, pti nall y reinforc d 

with wire mes h and li htwei ht U-shaped s eel ribs or fabrica ed st el 

rus arches. routed rock anchors of the SN-type ar ad e in poorer 

r ound conditions to build a "rock arch" about the tunnel se i on. 

The upport":1g function of this "rock arch" becomes mt..ch reater han 

that o f the reinforced shotcrete lining in large tunnels or wher 

extreme plastic deformations occur. The steel ribs vary in weight 

from approximately 12 to 26 lb/ft (linear) and are often deformed in 

the field to conform more closely to he shotcreted rock surface. Thus, 

* Senior engineer for A. A. Mathews, Inc., Rockville, Maryland. 
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·heir arch sbape and alignment are lost and they act simply as rein

forcement rather than as conventional steel ribs. The ribs are fastened 

to the rock with anchors and buried with shotcrete. Conventional methods 

of advance in poor ground conditions, such as multiple drifts and fore

poling or spiling, have been successfully incorporated hs,~ · v.:.-·· 

procedure. 

161. Desi n of the support system and exca'f~ ion sequence is by a 

theoretical-empirical approach. From a plastic design an·alysis and past 

experience, the system is designed and dim_nsioned, and instrumentation 

is extensively used to indicate necessary changes as the t tmnel pro

ceeds. The NATM aims to achieve a factor of safety of as close to unity 

as possible. 

162. Coarse-aggregate shotcrete for undergrowtd support was in

troduced to this continent in 1967 at the Canadian National Railroad 

(CNR) Vancouver Tunnel and has since become a widely used construction 

material. A most notable current example of its use is in the const~uc

tion of the Washington Metro System. hotcrete, combined with rockbolts 

and steel ribs, provides the temporary and permanent suppor~ for subway 

tunnels and stations excavated in rock. Extensive instrumentation of 

rock displacements and lining strains has contributed greatly to the ac

e ptance and understanding of this type of support. 

163. I nstrum ntation of shotcrete-lined tunnels currently includes 

vic s to mea ure stre ses, strains, or pressures in the shotcrete lin

·n ; r ock mass mov ments r ela ive to individual borehole anchors; and 

li nin eformation or closure. tressmeters, strainmeters, or pressure 

c lls are 11tilize to monitor the effects of loading in the l ining, and 

lls can lso be oriented t o monitor pressures between the 

linin and the r ound. Borehole extensometers measure relative isplace

ment between in ivi ual anchors. Multiple-position extensometers ha ve 

p to ei h anchors which may be set at any desired depth in the bore

hole. Closure is enerally measured horizontally between two fixed 

oints in t he arch or opposing sidewalls, but diagonal and vertical 

measurements are also made. 

164 . All three methods of measurement are utilized in current 
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DETAIL 

DOU§L£-POSITION 
eXTENSOMETERS 

SHOTCRETE 
TAPE EXTENSOMETER HOOK 
DOUBLE-POSITION EXTENSOMETER 

TANGENTIAL   PRESSURE CELL 

RADIAL PRESSURE CELL 

DETAIL 

Figure 20.    Typical measurement  station  for  the 
NATM 

practice of the  NATM.     Figure ?0 shows  a typical measurement  station  for 

a tunnel  d.-iven by the  NATM. 

Gloetzl  Pressure Cells 

165.     The  Gloetzl hydraulic  pressure  cells were developed   for  the 

measurement  of  stresses  in concrete  tunnel   linings and bptween the   lin- 

ing and  the  rock  or soil.     The cells  have a  tnin,  strong  sensing pad 

which  is  embedded  within the concrete  lining or between the lining and 

the  surrounding  ground.    The stress  or   load  over the pad  area  from  the 

surrounding material  applies pressure  to  the  pad, which  in turn   Is 

transmitted  to   fluid within the pad.     A compensating diaphragm  relief 

valve  is connected  to  the pad by H  short  length of hi^h-pressure  tubing 

♦hrough which  the   fluid  pressure  is  transmitted.     Fluid  is delivered to 

the other  side  of the diaphragm through high-pressure tubing  from a 
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hydraulic pump. When the pressure at the pump exceeds the pressure on 

the pad side of the valve by 1.5 psit the diaphragm valve opens and the 

fluid is allowed to return to the pump through the return line. The 

pressure at which the valve openst as read on the gauge at the pumpt 

minus 1.5 psit is approximately equal to the static pressure inside the 

pad. This approximation is further improved if the volume rate pumped 

is very small at the moment of valve opening. 

Installation procedure 

166. Since each Gloetzl cell measures the pressures uniaxially in 

one positiont an array of cells is used to give representative measure

ments around the tunnel cross section. Thust a typical Gloetzl measure

ment station may consist of 5 to 10 cells located against the rock and 

parallel to the shotcrete surfacet with an identical number of cells lo

cated perpendicular to the rock and shotcrete surfaces. The former 

cells monitor radial pressures (P ) perpendicular to the shotcretet and 
r 

the latter measure tangential pressures (Pt) in the shotcrete parallel 

to the shotcrete surface. 

167. The installation of a typical Gloetzl measurement station of 

from 10 to 20 cells may be accomplished in 2 to 4 hr with proper organi

zation and sufficient labor. The Gloetzl cell assembly is assembled 

prior to installation and comprises individual pressure lines to each 

11 with a common return line. Stainless steel tubingt although more 

exp nsive than nylont is more convenient for cramped installation under

ground sin e it bends easily and retains its shapet whereas the flexible 

nylon tubing tends to be awkward to handle. For handling purposest the 

c 11 assembly may be coiled into approximately a 5-ft-diam coil. 

168. When the instrument station location is chosen in the field, 

an exposed round may be shotcreted except for a channel 2 to 3 ft wide 

where the cells and lines are to be placed. Supporting pins on 4- to 

6-ft centers are installed, and the Gloetzl arrangement is uncoiled, 

positionedt and fastened to the pins. 

169. The radial pressure cells are fastened to the ground, with 

a pad of plastic grout between them to provide a proper bearing surface. 

The grout pad consists of a sand ~ement mix with just enough water 
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added to form a plastic claylike material. 

170. The tangential pressure cells are installed by fastening 

them to short bars or anchors aligned in the direct~on of desired cell 

placement and spaced so that the cell may be placed between them with 

its ends resting against them. Once positioned, the cells are firmly 

fastened to the bars with tie wire. If the bars are made long enough to 

protrude from the final shotcrete surface, they provide a convenient 

method for locating the cells. 

171. Following the positioning and fastening of the cells, the 

intervening hydraulic lines are firmly fastened on approximately 1-ft 

spacing, and the junction box is att·ached to the wall, again using bars 

and tie wire. Shotcrete is then placed, taking care to cover the cells 

with the shotcrete nozzle at right angles to their surfaces, to ensure a 

proper compaction and adhesion to the cell surfaces. 

172. When the shotcrete lining has been completed but has not yet 

reached appreciable strength, the cells should be read to establish a 

zero reading. The zero reading is a function of the pressure placed in 

the cell during fabri cation and the difference in elevation of the cell 

above the pump. Init ially, readings should be taken before and after 

every blast t o establish the shape of the pressure-time c~rve. Once the 

pressures begin to stabili ze , r~adings can be taken at greater intervals. 

Data r eduction and presentation 

173 . The readings are take and recorded, an he zero reading is 

deducted to give he increase in pressure. This increase is plotted ver

sus time for each ell , and t he slope of the curve produced is examined. 

If the slope increases over a period of several readings, an unstable 

condition likely exists, whi ch could lead to lo~al fai lure. 

174 . The measurements are generally presented as pressure istri

butions aro n the unnel sec ion for a given time . Both radial and 

tangential pre s r es an be shown on the same section, or alternatively, 

dis ributions of either property an be shown at different ime periods. 

Pressure cell measurements 

175. r.loetzl pressure cell data have been reported for t he follow

ing projects: CNR Vancouver Tunnel, Canada; Mexico City Tunnel, Mexico ; 
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Schwaikheim, Regensberg, Frankfort, and Nurnberg Tunnels in Germany; 

Washington, D. C., Test Tunnel, U.S. A.; Tarbela Tunnels, Pakistan; 

and Wolfsburg and Tauern Tunnels in Austria. The pressure cell data 

of these projects are presented in Table 3. 

176. Of the above tunnels the Tauern Tunnel provides the most in

teresting example. The Tauern Tunnel is a highway tunnel approximately 

11 m wide, 9 m high, and 6.4 km in length. The north portal, which 

shall be described here, was driven for 360 m through a detrital moun

tain slope of wet sand, crushed rock, clay, and large boulders. Excava

tion was carried with four drifts, using full spiling with steel chan

nels in the arch. The face was supported by leaving a supporting belly 

of ground and by immediately shotcreting all exposed ground surfaces. 

Temporary support was provided initially by 50 em of shotcrete rein

forced with steel ribs and wire mesh, and at a later stage alluvial 

anchors were added. The multiple headings were driven so as to close 

the invert within 30 days. 

177. Initially, instrum~ntation was limited to geodetic roof set

t l ement measurements, which demonstrated the salutary effect of alluvial 

anchoring. By the use of this system, vertical roof movements were re

duced from 200 to 50 mm un er similar loading conditions. Full i nstru

mentation stations were installed starting with sta 202.5. Radia l and 

tangential pressures, Pr and Pt , convergence, and rock deformation 

were monitored. The height of cover at this station was 60 m. 

178. For t hree weeks, the radial pressures in the right quarter

arch rose rapidly, unt i l f ai l ure occurred in the form of a longi t udinal 

shear fracture 20 m i n length, with a 3- cm overlap of the t wo edges. 

Rupture occurred when r dial pressures approached 7 kg/cm2 at the f ail

ure location. Typically, the maximum t a n ent i al pressure of 58 kg /cm2 

was ir. the l eft quarte r-arch or in the opposite side of the tunnel sec

tion. Vertical roof settlement wa s only 2 em at the time of failure. 

The f ailure wa 

whereupon p 
r 

repaired but litt le additional support was provided, 

and Pt rose to a maximum of 18 kg/cm2 and 100 kg/cm2 , 

respectively, befor~ equilibrium was reached 6 months after excavation. 

Apparently, the failure occurred because the roof was too thick and 
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Table 3 

S•-ry ot Preu ure Cell Meaaure.ent s 

Helsht p Max p Ava pt Max Pt Ava Cover Span Shot crete Roek- r 2 r 2 ._ Deseril!tion -·- ....!_ ea !!2!l!. !!&Ls!.:... !!&Ls!.:... kc/ea2 '!I.Ls!L 01aents 

CIIR Twmel 
Sta 67+87 Ce.ented 90 6.0 15 lfo 2. 6 1.4 20. 0 8.5 

eonsl.-rate 

Sta 60+21 Sort, wt, 8o 6.0 15 Yes 1.1 4.8 27. 0 9.6 
sandstone 

Sta 48+o5 Bri ttle shale 45 6.0 15 Yea 7. 4 4.8 91 .0 34 . 0 

Sehvaikheia 
Section I Plastic elq aarl 20 10. 0 20 Yes 2. 6 1.0 5.0 2. 5 

Section Plastic elq aarl 20 10.0 20 Yes 1. 8 1. 0 2. 8 1.5 
II 

llepnabers 
Sta I Plastic elq aarl 6o 6. 0 20 JIA• 2.5 1. 5 60. 0 30. 0 

Sta II Pl astic el q aarl C>O 6 . 0 20 JIA 1.0 4. 0 90 . 0 )0.0 II weake r 
a round 

Vaahi nston, 
D. C. 
Teat Plastic elq 15 2.5 10 Ito 0 .6 0.4 11 .0 10.0 
Twmel 

lluieo Ci ty Sand)' tutr, sand 50 14. 0 20 Yea 8.0 5.6 65.0 32 . 0 

Frankfurt 
Teat Cl q, sand 10 2.~ 15 lfo 0.1 0.5 2.6 1.0 
Twmel 

lorth Clq, sand 10 6. 7 15 Yes 1.9 1. 0 18. 0 14 . 0 Tvin t un-
Twmel nt'lS Vi t h 

5.3-m 
pillar 

South l'lq, sand 10 6.7 20 Yes 2 . 7 1. 5 25 . 0 15.0 
Twmel 

u-s.nn 
Number s Sandstone 7 10. 0 15 Yes 30 . 0 20.0 

Voltsbura Jointect schist IIA 10. 0 15 Yes 1.0 3.0 20.0 10. 0 Cavt'd 
a round 

Tarbel a 
Twmela 
Sta 3 Schist , phyllite, 150 22 . 0 20 Yes 6.0 3.0 90.0 22 . 0 4 t ransi -

ll•at one tlon 
tunne ls 

'l'auern 
Twmel 
Sta 202.5 Clq, crushed 6o u.o 25 to 50 Yes 18.0 8.5 100.0 70.0 

r oe k, bouldt'r s 

ta 255 Clq, cr ushed 50 u .o 25 to 50 Yea 18. 0 5.0 100. 0 6o.o 
rock, boulders 

Sta lo05 Crushed phyllite 140 u .o 10 Yes 2.5 1.5 22.0 10.0 

Sta 1139 Crushed phyllite 0 11 .0 15 Yea 10.0 4. 0 33.0 22 . 0 

Sta 2195 Cruahecl phyllite 900 11 . 0 15 Yea 8 .0 4. 0 25.0 15.0 

• lot appli cable . 



rigid, and insufficient time was allowed for plastic dt-formaLion to oc- 

cur before the invert was closed. These conditions were corrected, and 

no further failures occurred in the detrital slope section of the tunnel, 

179.    Sta 2?5.   installed in similar ground conditions and w^th 

50 m of cover,  experienced very similar pressures with virtually identi- 

cal distribution around the section.    Equilibrium was attained after 

3 months without experiencing failure.    As illustrated in Figure 21, a 

comparison of the pressure distributions of these two stations approxi- 

mately 53 m apart shows remarkable similarity. 

TANGENTIAL   PRESSURE   DISTRIBUTIONS, 
AFTER   3 MONTHS,    TAUERN   TUNNEL 

■"-IS 

RADIAL   PRESSURE   DISTRIBUTIONS, 
AFTER  3 MONTHS,   TAUERN   TUNNEL 

Figure 21.     Comparison of radial and tangential pressure 
distribution  for sta 202.5 m and 255 m,  Tauern Tunnel 
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mesh steel ribs and U-m-long SN anchors.     Radial pressures varied from 
2 2 1 to 10 kg/cm ,  and tangential pressures varied from 1 to 33 kg/cm  . 

Convergence measurements showed a maximum of 280 mm, and extensometers 

l80.     After the detrital slope was passed,   the tunnel entered 

highly sheared and  fractured black and ^reen phyllites,  which broke  into 

soapy flakes upon exposure.     H5gh tectonic  stresses were encountered  in 

this  formation.     Advance was carried out by drilling and blasting a top 

heading and bench.     Primary lining consisted of 10 cm of shotcrete rein- 

forced with wire mesh and  steel ribs and ^-m-long SN bolts.    As the 

height of cover  increased,  the rock reacted more  plastic-ally and ruptured 

the thin  flexible lining.     However,  equilibrium  followed  thereafter with- 

out  further  support,  which  indicated,   firstly,  the effectiveness of even 

a fractured reinforced shotcrete lining and,   secondly,   the far greater 

importance of the bolts and  "rock arch"   in supporting the tunnel.     A 

solution was developed to avoid damage to the  shotcrete  lining by leav- 

ing longitudinal  stress-relief slots  in  the  lining to permit controlled 

plastic  deformation to occur.    These 15-cm-wide slots on occasion closed 

up completely   after  only 2 to  3 days.     After  6 to  8 weeks, damage to  the 

lining was  rep-tired  and any voids were grouted. 

l3i.     Full   instrumentation stations w_re  installed to monitor pres- 

sures, deformation,  and convergence.     Sta ^05, with a cover of l^O m, 
2 

registered radial pressures of from 1 to 2.2 kg/cm    and tangential pres- 
o 

sures of 2.5 to 2^ kg/cm'.     Both radial  and tangential  pressures showed 

cyclical  loading due  to the stress-relief fracturing that occurred  in 

the lining.     Equilibrium was  reached shortly after the invert was exca- 

vated or three months after initial work in the arch.     Extensometers 

recorded deformations of 10 to 80 mm,  and uf   to 110-mm convergence was 

recorded. 

182. Sta 709 was located in identical ground but with a height of 

cover of 350 m.     Convergence measurements showed a convergence of twice 

as great as that at  sta ^05, apparently a direct  result  of the increased 

depth.    Pressure data for sta 709 are not given in the reference. 

183. Sta 1739 was excavated in four stages  through graphitic phyl- 

lite with 850 m of cover.    Primary support was 15-cm shotcrete with wire- 
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displaced a maximum of 70 mm.    Equilibrium was not attained for approxi- 

mately 3 months.     Sta 2195 was excavated through similar conditions as 

sta 1739 and similar pressures were monitored.     Maximum convergence, how- 

ever, only reached 120 mm. 

Analysis of pres- 
sure cell measurements 

l8h.     From the available data,  it may be  possible  to arbitrarily 

classify and describe the tunnels as  follows: 

a. Shallow,  soft-ground tunnels with less than 20 m of cover 
had the average    Pr    not exceeding 1.5 kg/cm2 regardless 
of ground conditions, lack of anchoring,  or large spans. 
Average tangential pressures did not  exceed 15 kg/cm2. 
Of these tunnels,  the Schwaikheim and Frankfurt Test 
Gallery registered tangential  pressures of the same 
order of magnitude as radial pressures,  a condition not 
encountered elsewhere. 

b. Moderate cover tunnels with loading mainly  from loosen- 
ing pressure were likely exemplified by all   three sta- 
tions of the CNR Vancouver Tunnel.     Both radial and 
tangential pressures were higher than one would expect, 
particularly for sta 60+21 and U8+05.    A possible 
explanation for this condition may be that  the 15- to 
20-cm shotcrete lining, acting as both temporary and 
permanent support, was fairly rigid in comparison with 
the larger tunnels reported and that the high pressures 
were accompanied by correspondingly low deformations. 
Shattering of the rock by blasting also likely contrib- 
uted to high stress values. 

c_.    Highly stressed, plastically behaving tunnels would in- 
clude Regensberg, Tarbela, Tauern,  and likely the Mexico 
and Wolfsburg Tunnels.    Both radial and tangential pres- 
sures were high, and equilibrium was not  rapidly at- 
tained.    Evidence of time-dependent deformation was ex- 
perienced in each of these cases throu^i gross movements 
or lining ruptures. 

l85.    The relationship between    P      and    P      is inconsistent  in 

several instances but two patterns emerge from the assembled data: 

firstly, that    P      is generally an order of magnitude greater than    P    ; 
x> * 

secondly, that their maximum values commonly occur on opposing sides of 

the arch.    A further property of    P      and    P      is their sensitivity to 

work conditions several tunnel diameters away from the measurement 
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station, -as evidenced in the CNR Vancouver and Mexico Tunnels.    The great 

similarity between    P      and    P^     for two stations 50 m apart  at the r t 
Tauern Tunnel  supports the reproducibility and representativity of this 

data. 

186. At the CNR Vancouver Tunnel the variation of    P      across the 

shotcrete thickness was measured by installing two cells at each loca- 

tion in the arch.    The variation was considerable, which indicates that 

P      values should not be taxen as totally representative of the lining 

pressures.    Thus,  the Gloetsl measurements are useful  representative 

data, but caution should be exercised when inserting them into some 

design or stability analysis. 

Alternate Systems to the Gloetzl  Cell 

187. Several alternative methods of measuring tangential or lining 

stresses and strains  have been  used in North America.     These  include 

electric embedment strainmeters and photoelastic stressmeters.     The 

strainmeters and stressmeters can be used with thinner shotcrete linings 

than the Gloetzl cell, which requires a 5-in. minimum thickness.    The 

embedment strainmeters are remote readout devices  like the Gloetzl, 

while the stressmeters require access to the installation.    An advantage 

of the stressmeter over the other two devices  is that  it  is biaxial, and 

so measures plane stresses rather than uniaxial strains or pressures. 

The difficulty in relating strain to stress, as well as the problems of 

correction for temperature effects, would seem to discourage a more gen- 

eral use of the embedment strainmeters. 

188. Terra Technology Corporation and Slope  Indicator Company 

(both located in Seattle, Washington) produce a pressure cell  very simi- 

lar to the Gloetzl cell   in operation, except that compressed air or gas 

is used to equalize the pressure  in the cell  instead of hydraulic fluid. 

These devices could be used in  installations to measure  radial  pressures 

in a manner identical  to the Gloetzl cell. 

Qnbedment strainmeters 

189. Two types of strainmeters have been used for shotcrete lin- 

ings  in Washington Metro construction: 
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a. Vibrating wire strainmeters. The vibrating wire strain- 
meter consists of a pretensioned steel wire supported 
between two flanges and enclosed in a protective tube. 
An electromagnetic coil is mounted between the support- 
ing flanges adjacent to the wire, which when energized 
causes the wire to vibrate at a frequency dependent on 
the tension in the wire. The vibrating wire in turn in- 
duces an AC voltage in the coil with the same frequency. 
The coil is connected by cable to a readout device, which 
produces the energizing current and measures the fre- 
quency of the resulting induced current. As the support- 
ing flanges are extended or contracted due to the strains 
in the host material, the resulting change in frequency 
of the steel wire can be measured and strain computed. 
The vibrating wire strainmeter has good long-term sta- 
bility, high accuracy, and relative insensitivity to 
moisture.  Readings of the device are made using a fre- 
quency counter.  Geonor, Telemac, and Terrame+rics offer 
vibrating wire strainmeters. 

b. Bonded resistance strainmeters. The bonded resistance 
strainmeter, fabricated by the University of Illinois 
for use in shotcrete linings, consists of a thin steel 
rod enlarged at both ends with SR U electrical resis- 
tance strain gage»; bonded to its surface. Waterproofing 
protection is provided by plastic and neoprene rubber 
coverings. Measurements are taken with a digital strain 
indicator. 

190. The embedment strainmeters are fastened to the rock surface 

and embedded in the initial shotcrete layer, taking care to cover them 

thoroughly and prevent damage to the lead wires.  Lead wires are en- 

closed in plastic pipe and brought to a convenient location where read- 

ings may be taken. 

191. The strainmeters are located in such positions on the rock 

surface where future shotcrete stresses are likely to occur. Detailed 

mapping and photos should be made of the instrument stations to aid in 

the correlation of strainmeter data and observed or measured displace- 

ments. Extensometers may be installed nearby to monitor block movement 

which would result in strains in the shotcrete liner. 

192. Although the strainmeters are partially temperature compen- 

sated, temperature probes should be installed adjacent to the strain- 

meters to allow corrections for temperature to be made. The uncertainty 

of temperature compensation and other corrections discourages a strictly 
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quantitative use of the strainmeter data. However, the instruments do 

provide excellent qualitative data, in some cases difficul to obtain 

by other means. 

193. The vibrating wire strainmeters vere found to be more reli

able than the bonded resistance devi~es as they are not so moisture

sensitive. They have the further advantage hat extendin the vire leads 

does not aff ct the data. 

Photoelastic stressmeters 

194. The photoelastic str ss~te consists of a thick-walled glass 

ylin er vi h a parabolic reflector on one end. When he str ssmeter is 

lu vi h epoxy into a hole o f slightly lar er diamet r than the yl-
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hol n h rna n" t i r cti n, an f t.h rin ipal 
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5. las ic st r sm ters manufactured by H0rstm d. ve re 

d o moni or hotcre e lining stresses in the Balboa Tunnel, art o 
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d by a ""' with 3 in. o f sho crete be in applie 

he t rh a 1 !" mporary up rt. 

str sm t.er v re in talle in h c nter of h arch 

nd art r-nrch position at. ea h i n trument s at ion. A total of nine 

s ations vere installed throughout the length of th tunnel. The obser

v tions sh w d an increasing load for lO to 14 days after installation, 

after which quilibrium vas attained. Both tensile and compressive 

stresses vcre measured, although the former were uncommon. Compressive 

stresses averaged 28 kg/cm2 , vith 42 kg/cm2 the maximum observed value. 

Tensile stresses of up to 25 kg/cm2 vere also observed. In tvo of the 

stations, stresses vere lover than 8.5 kg/cm2 , this being the approxi

mate lower limit of a curacy of the installation. The variation of 
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stress from poi nt to poi in he ar h was n 
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rehole Extensomet rs 

l orehole ex nsome ers are devices which measure axial 
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displacement between fixed anchors and the instrument head by means of 

rigid rods or tensioned steel wires. The displacement is monitored 

either with a precision feeler gage or by some electrical, remote readout 

device. Multiple-position borehole extenscaneters (MPBX) have several 

anchors and individual parallel wires or rods leading to individual sens- 

ing elements in the extensometer head. 

200. Extensometer readings sire measurements of anchor movement 

relative to the extensometer head, which is axsc moving.  For data pre- 

sentation, displacements are transposed to present movement of the ex- 

tensometer elements relative to the deepest anchor.  If installed at 

sufficient depth, typically 2 or 3 tunnel diameters away from the tunnel, 

the bottom anchor can  be assumed to be fixed, and the displacement rela- 

tive to it to be absolute.  However, often practical considerations pro- 

hibit the use of such long boreholes, and therefore the measured dis- 

placements are relative or approximate values. 

«^01. The deepest anchor in an MPBX installation is used as a ref- 

erence point, and shallower anchors are distributed between the deepest 

anchor and the collar, with a concentration nearest the collar where the 

greatest displacement occurs. The precise location and number of anchors 

required depend on geological conditions such as fracture density, ad- 

jacent known discontinuities such as faults or contacts, support require- 

ments, and construction restraints. Generally, four to six anchors are 

sufficient to monitor the most complex conditions. Redundant anchors 

provide a useful check on each other, however. For example, if one 

anchor acts in an aberrant manner compared to the adjacent anchors, 

its behavior is likely due to some malfunction and the data may be 

disregarded. 

202. The extensometer head must be well protected against damage 

from flyrock and other construction hazards. A recess can be excavated 

in the rock for the instrument head to be in: tailed, and a steel cover 

plate bolted to the rock. If subsequent shotcreting takes place, a 

wooden form may be placed around the cover plate to prevent its being 

buried.  Surface installations may be conveniently made inside a con- 

crete manhole. 
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203.    Wire-type extensometers are subject to the effects of wire 

sag,  friction on the wire,  elongation of the wire, changes  in wire 

modulus,  and temperature effects.     By proper design and  installation, 

these effects can be minimized.     Friction on the wire and wire sa«^ are 

reduced to a minimum if the wires are tensioned to 10 lb or greater,  if 

they are  installed straight  in the hole without touching other wires, 

and if their contact points are bushed with a material such as nylon 

or  teflon. 

20*4.    Elongation of the anchor wires cannot be eliminated,  but this 

elongation can at least be made approximately constant  if the wires are 

tensioned by a constant-tension spring.    When the wire is coiled at the 

fabricator, the Young's modulus of the anchor wire is altered and must 

be passed through a wire straightener to produce a uniform modulus.     Such 

straightening also decreases wire sag and reduces the chance of entangle- 

ment.    During installation,  the wires must be held taut and in position 

by a suitable Jig to avoid entanglement in the boreholes. 

20>.    Temperature effects due to the differences in coefficients 

of expansion of the rock and the anchor wire are minimal in underground 

application.    However, extensometers mounted at surface and subject to 

seasonal  changes in temperature must have corrections applied to the 

data. 

206. Rod-type extensometers are preferable to wi e-type devices, 

because the rods are not tensioned and friction effects can be readily 

avoided by encasing the rods in individual polyethylene tubes.     The 

principal drawback of rod extensometers is inconvenience of installation 

in cramped working conditions underground.    Furthermore,  with the ex- 

ception of the devices described below from the suppliers, Stitz 

(Buchholz, West Germany) and Interfels  (Salzburg, Austria), no remote 

readout rod extensometers ha/e been developed. 

207. Remote readout wire extensometers are gener'illy used when 

subsequent construction causes access to the instrument to become dif- 

ficult or impossible.    In the case of large underground cavities such 

as power plants or subway stations,  extensometers are frequently in- 

stalled from pilot or top headings to monitor movements throughout the 
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excavation of the complete section. In such cases, either remote read- 

out deviceJ are required with suitably protected readout cables extended 

to the excavation floor, or access must be provided to the instrument 

head by means of scaffolding or by hydraulic crane. The latter solution 

requires careful writing of contract specifications and the complete co- 

operation of the contractor in order to take readings at the appropriate 

times. 

208.    The reliability of electrical MPBX has been occasionally un- 

satisfactory.     lmpro\ed waterproofing of the instrument head and the use 

of stricter specifications  for electrical cables and connectors would 

partially alleviate this problem. 

.09.     Various types of anchor systems are offered by manufacturers. 

For an anchor to be effective,  it must provide complete permanent anchor- 

age,   it must wot be capable of skewing in the hole to block passing 

anchor wires,  and it should provide nylon- or teflon-cleeved openings for 

deeper anchor wires to pass through.     Individual sleeves  for each rod or 

wire would be preferable to a central hole to eliminate friction between 

the individual wires. 

21u.     Grouted anchor systems are often used, particularly when the 

borehole  is drilled in soft or unstable ground which would block the hole 

if it were not grouted.    Although grouted systems provide excellent  long- 

term protection to the borehole installation, there are several reasons 

why they are not used more extensively:     inconvenience of providing grout- 

ing equipment, time delays due to grouting,  and difficulties of com- 

pletely filling up holes.    Furthermore, grouted anchor systems are some- 

what  insensitive to low-level compression strains. 

211.     To summarize, each extensoraeter typ« will serve an  individ- 

ual  function.    For normal undergiound work,  the double-position rod ex- 

tensometer used singly or in groups provides low-cost reliable data with 

a minimum of interruption to the construction sequence.     If access to 

the measurement heaa is not available or if other reasons dictate the 

use of remote readout devices, the electric wire-type MPBX must be used. 

For installations from the ground surface,  a rod-type MPBX provides the 

most reliable and convenient solution.    Grouted anchor systems are 
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recommended  for holes through overburden or other loose material that 

may block.     For other conditions,   a positively acting,  hydraulically 

actuated  anchor  is recommended. 

Instrumentation of 
Washington Metro Projects 

212. Double track tunnel.     The Rock Creek rark to Dupont  Circle 

Tunnel  is  30  ft wide,  ?2 ft high,   and  5000 ft  long and passer through 

jointed schistose gneiss.    Temporary support comprised of an initial 

?-in.   layer of shotcrete was followed by the installation of 8- and 

12-ft-long rockbolts or steel ribs  if ground conditions warranted.     Fi- 

nal  or permanent  support was  installed  several hundred feet behind the 

heading and consisted of additional layers of shotcrete  reinforced with 

wire mesh.     In steel  rib-supported  sections of tunnel,  the ribs  and  tim- 

ber blocking were buried  in the final   lining,  resulting  in  shotcrete 

thicknesses ^ from 1.5 to  5 ft depending on overbreak. 

213. A very extensive instrumentation program was establisned 

with the purpose of monitoring conditions during construction and 

providing  information which could be utilized  for design of further 

Metro Tunnels.     A third function of the  instrumentation program was  to 

evaluate the utility of and mode of support  provided by a relatively 

thin  shotcret1?  lining under the prevailing geologicrl conditions.     The 

instrumentation program was accompanied by a  detailed observatiunal   pro- 

gram which defined and recorded the geologic  conditions,  primarily Joint- 

ing,  which contributed to  support  loads and  construction difficulties. 

2lU.     Instrumentation in the tunnel consisted of extensometers and 

embedded  strainmeters.     In addition,  multiple-position extensometers were 

installed  from the ground surface prior to advancing the tunnel.     These 

instruments were installed  in inclined holes which intersect the tunnel 

in the quarter-arch positions.    Anchors were installed at distances of 

1,  2,  k,  8,  16, and 32 ft  from the  future tunnel arch and grouted in 

place. 

215.     Two test sections were installed in the running tunnel.     At 

Test  Section  I, 26 strainmeters were embedded  in the initial  shotcrete 

lining and 11 double-position extensometers  installed in the tunnel  arch. 
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Extensometer anchors were placed from 3 to 2U ft from the excavated rock 

surface. The embedded strainmeters were either Telemac vibrating wire 

strainmeters or bonded resistance strainmeters fabricated by the Uni- 

versity of Illinois. The double-position extensometers were rod-type 

extensometers with standard expansion anchors, also fabricated by the 

University of Illinois. 

216. In addition to the two measurement stations, double-position 

extensometers were installed throughout the length of the tunnel to mon- 

itor displacements under different geologic and support conditions. The 

behavior of the rock arch under combinations of shotcrete, rockbolt, and 

steel rib support was investigated in this manner. 

217. Instrumentation results were closely related to local geo- 

logic conditions such as joints, shear zones, land block size. Embedded 

strainmeters verified strain conditions associated with the movement of 

rock blocks visible in outline. Extensometers installed through these 

blocks further correlated this observational and measured data. Strains 

in the order of 50 to 150 microstrains were measured both in compression 

and in tension. Near a visible crack, tensile strains of 150 to 300 

microstrains were recorded. Rock displacement measured by the exten- 

someters was 0.02 to 0.03 in. in the rockbolt- and shotcrete-supported 

sections of tunnel and greater than 0.10 in. in the steel rib- 

supported tunnel. 

218. Dupont Circle Metro Station. The Dupont Circle Station is a 

cavity 775 ft long, 77 ft wide, and UU ft high excavated in schistose 

gneiss. Rock cover is approximately 25 ft with a further 35 ft of over- 

burden. The rock is moderately foliated and contains several well- 

developed steeply dipping Joint planes. The cavern design provided a 

temporary-permanent support system comprised of shotcrete, rockbolts, 

and steel ribs. A central drift was driven initially, supported by 

shotcrete and 2k~ft  anchors in the crown. Anchors were also inclined 

out from the central drift to reinforce the roof above the headings to 

be driven on either side. Two wall-plate drifts were then excavated, 

from which further bolting was accomplished. The remaining two top 

heading drifts were then removed and supported with shotcrete, bolts. 
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and steel ribs resting on the wall-plate haunches. The steel ribs were 

blocked to the shotorete with further shotcrete and embedded with a fi- 

nal shotcrete layer. The bench was removed in three stages: initially 

removing the bulk of the core sind subsequently trimming the two side- 

walls. The sidewalls were supported with shotcrete and rockbolts. 

219. Instrumentation of the station was initiated before the ex- 

cavation contract was awarded. At this time, a pilot heading was driven 

in the center of the crown through the entire length of the station to 

permit inspection of the rock conditions. Slope Indicator wire-type 

MPBX's were installed from the pilot heading, as were rod-type double- 

position extensometers made by the University of Illinois. In addition 

to the pilot tunnel installations, rod-type MPBX's fabricated by the 

University were installed from ground surface to intersect the future 

station in the quarter-arch positions. All of these extensometers were 

designed to monitor displacements in the station crown throughout its 

entire construction. 

220. The instrumentation installed during construction included 

four test sections, of which two contained a greater concentration of 

instruments than the others. The major test sections comprised an ar- 

ray of double-position rod extensometers in the arch and sidewalls and 

strainmeters attached to the steel ribs. The extensometers were grouped 

together in clusters to monitor displacements at different depths at the 

same location. Strainmeters were installed in pairs at various loca- 

tions on the üteel ribs to measure strain and, by calculation, stress. 

Temperature probes were installed near the strainmeters to allow temper- 

ature compensation to be made to the strain readings. In addition to 

the instruments installed during construction, the MPBX installed from 

ground surface intersected the excavation at these major test stations, 

as did several of the pilot tunnel instruments. A major instrumenta- 

tion test section is shown in Figure 22. 

221. Measured displacements were generally less than 0.2 in. with 

several important exceptions occurring in the center of the crown where 

mass movements of up to O.k  in. were measured. One anchor near the 

borehole collar registered a maximum of 2.2-in. displacement. Sidewall 
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GROUND SURFACE 
SIX-POSITIOM ROD 
EX TENSOMETERSs 

DOUBLE-POSITION 
ROD EXTENSOMErERS 

Figure 22.     Typical measurement  section at 
Dupont Circle Metro station 

extensometers generally did  not exceed u 0.2-in.   displacement.     The ex- 

tensometers provided valuable up-to-date information for use during 

construction. 

Analysis of extensometer results 

222.     Extensometer data produce valuable  information  on the be- 

havior of the surrounding rock fis a result  of construction operations. 

Information on the displacement-time relationship,  the relative dis- 

placement of individual anchors, the magnitude of displacement,  ani the 

increasing or decrer.sing rate of displacement essential. 
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223 . By plotting the individual anchor displacement versus time, 

the attainment of equilibrium an be observed. The time required for an 

opening to reach equilibrium to some extent depends on the quality of the 

ground, but, for example in the Tarbela Tunnel, equilibrium can take as 

mu h as 17 months to attain equilibrium. On the other hand, in th 

Was in t on Metro Tunnels, movem nt g nerally tapered o ff a few days 

after x ava i on. Thus , although h peri d r quire to reach equilib
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227. Instrumentation installed prior to excavation from surface, 

or during the initial stage of multiple-heading excavation will ini- 

tially show a rising rate of displacement when excavation approaches the 

instrument.  However, the rate of change of displacement should begin to 

taper off soon after excavation passes.  An increasing rate of displace- 

ment indicated by the slope of the displacement-time curve should be 

carefully observed, as it may be an indication of impending structural 

failure.  Depending on geological and site conditions, the acceleration 

of displacement may suggest immediate reinforcement of the tunnel sup- 

port system. 

Wire extensometers 

228. Terrametrics MPBX Model F-2.  The Terrametrics MPBX F-2 is 

an 8-channel electrical readout wire extensometer.  The extensometer 

head consists of steel cantilevers to which the ends of the anchor wires 

are attached.  The strain in each cantilever caused by anchor displace- 

ment is measured by electrical resistance strain gages bonded to the 

cantilever surface.  By calibration, this strain may be converted to ex- 

tension of the wire due to relative movement between the anchor and the 

instrument head. The strain gages are electrically connected to a mul- 

tiple connector on the extensometer head.  The instrument is monitored 

with a multichannel digital strain indicator connected to the extensom- 

eter head with a multistrand cable. 

229. Teledyne Terrametrics (Golden, Colorado) offers four types 

of anchors to be used with the F-2 electric MPBX and the CSLT mechanical 

readout devices. The FWS anchor consists of a flat spring-loaded wedge 

which expands against the surface of the borehole when the anchor wire 

is tensioned, or alternately when a base-screw is tightened.  The GW 

anchor is a simple grooved anchor which is grouted in place. The SLW 

anchor has three spring-loaded claws which grip the surface of the bore- 

hole when the actuating trigger is pulled.  The HG anchor is an aluminum 

cylindrical shell wound about with flattened copper tubing. When pres- 

sured with a hydraulic pump, the copper tubing inflates and expands 

against the wall of the borehole. 

230. Slope Indicator rectilinear extensometer. The extensometer 
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head of this device consists of six single-turn potentiometer sensing 

elements encased in a protective box. The wires from the individual 

anchors are tensioned by a constant-force spring and are then passed 

over a pulley attached to the potentiometer shaft. The single turn of 

the potentiometer shaft amounts to approximately 2 in. of anchor wire 

travel. The potentiometers are attached to electrical leads combined at 

a multiple socket to which a multiStrand cable is attached. The instru- 

ment is monitored by means of a multichannel digital strain indicator. 

231. Anchor? may be the single- or double-claw hydraulic types or 

the grouted type. The single or double hydraulically actuated anchors 

have three or six prongs, respectively, which are forced out of their 

enclosing cylinder and against the rock, deforming the prongs in the 

process. The double-claw anchor has less tendency than the single-claw 

model to skew in the hole and thereby risk entanglement with anchor wires 

from deeper anchors. The grouted anchors consist of pipe connections 

Joined by flexible polyethylene tubing which encloses the anchor wires 

and protects them during grouting. 

232. Terrametrics mechanical readout MFBX. This device is avail- 

able as 6- or 8-anchor devices, models 6 CSLT or 8 CSLT, respectively. 

Each anchor wire is attached to a plunger mounted over a coil spring, 

which provides tension to the anchor wire. A flat measuring point cap is 

placed on the tip of each plunger, and readings are taken between these 

points and a machined measurement table. Readings are taken with a rod 

feeler dial gage. The four types of anchors previously discussed, mod- 

els FWS, CLW, GW, and HG, can be used with the CSLT model extensometers. 

233. Peter Smith Mark II MPBX. The Peter Smith extensometer is a 

wire-type device with up to six positions. The moct  expensive part of 

the device, the extensometer head and readout device, is incorporated in 

a portable form which may be used for any number of borehole instal- 

lations. Readings are taken by gripping the end of the individual wire 

in the extensometer Jaws, tensioning the wire to a given tension as shown 

on the dial gage, and reading the displacement on a micrometer scale. 

Each anchor wire is positioned and held taut in a slotted Jig when not 
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beinp measured. The device was developed by the University of Newcastle- 

upon-Tyne and is marketed on this continent by Terra Science Ltd. (Van- 

couver, B. C., Canada) and Slope Indicator. 

23^. A hydraulically set wedge anchor, marketed by Terra Science, 

is often used with the Peter Smith extensometer.  The anchor consists of 

two sliding wedges fitting into slots in a cylindrical anchor piston. 

The anchor piston fits into a cylinder-shaped setting tool and is secured 

with n  steel shear pin.  The anchor is set by positioning the anchor in 

the hole and pumping up the setting tool with a hydraulic pump connected 

through l/?-in.-diam aluminum pipe. The hydraulic ram in the setting 

cylinder forces the piston forward, thus causing the two sliding wedges 

to grip the walls of the borehole. At a predetermined pressure, the 

shear pin break:* and the setting-tool cylinder may be removed.  The 

anchor is solidly set and is prevented from relaxing by the friction of 

the wedges in the grooves.  Flach anchor has nylon-bushed guide holes for 

deeper anchor wires to pass through. 

Rod extensometers 

235. Double-position extensometer^ (DPBX).  Double-position rod 

extensometers have been manufactured by Terrametrics, Slope Indicator, 

Soiltest (Rvanston, Illinois), and the University of Illinois.  Since 

they are relatively simple to fabricate from available rockbolt supplies, 

some contractors have chosen to make their own DPBX in Jobsite workshops. 

The instrument consists of a bottom-of-the-hole anchor shell attached to 

a lA-in. rod, an intermediate anchor shell attached to a sleeve through 

which the first anchor assembly slides freelv, a collar anchor, and a 

measuring head. The intermediate anchor assembly slides through the 

collar i .ichor assembly.  Displacements are measured between the flat 

measurement surface attached to the collar anchor and the machined ends 

of the intermediate anchor sleeve and the bottom anchor rod. The bottom 

and intermediate anchors are standard expansion shell anchors such as 

Bethlohem K-U  or Type "C".  The collar "anchor is a sliding wedge type 

such as the Star-brand shell. Measurements are taken with a depth 

micrometer, which is inserted into holes drilled into the measurement 

head. 
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236. Slope Indicator MPBX.  Slope Indicator Company has developed 

a four-position rod extensometer which may be used with either grouted 

or hydraulic anchors. The system comprises a central l/U-in. rod en- 

cased in a l/2-in. polyethylene tube with three similarly encased rods 

fastened about the central tube with cable ties.  Both the rod and the 

encasinp tube thread into ' .e anchor assemblies, whether hydraulic or 

grouted. The space between the rod and the tubing is filled with hydrau- 

lic oil to reduce friction and prevent the tubing from collapsing when 

the hole is grouted. Measurements are taken with a micrometer depth 

gage fitted with an adapter into which the end of the anchor rod fits. 

The end of the adapter rests against the machined aluminum head. 

237. Interfels DPBX.  This device has individual anchor rods 

which slide within protective sleeves and are attached to grouted an- 

chors.  Segments of rod and protective sleeve are coupled together to 

reach lengths of up to 200 m, if required.  The measurement head is 

fixed to a mounting plate bolted directly to the rock surface with short 

expansion anchor bolts.  Mei.rsurements are taken with a dial gage probe 

or a remote readout electrical device. 

2.-58. Stitz MPRX.  The Stitz extensometer can be used for up to 

five measurement points. The bottom anchor is connected to a solid rod, 

and the remaining anchors are connected to sleeves which are able to 

slide over each other.  The anchors themselves are sliding wedge mechani- 

cal anchors which expand against the borehole walls when the anchor rod 

or sleeve is twisted. Rods or sleeves from deeper anchors pass through 

the center of the anchor-sleeve assemblies without interfering in their 

movement. Measurements may be made with a dial feeler gage or with an 

electronic readout device. 

239. Solltest MPBX.  The Solltest RM-58O has six rods and anchors. 

Anchors consist of sliding piston devices loaded with epoxy cement, 

which is extruded when the anchor is pulled backwards.  The anchor is 

equipped with sheet metal tabs angled to catch the sides of the borehole 

and cause the piston assembly to collapse when the anchor is pulled 

backwards. Measurements are taken with a feeler rod dial indicator t?;age, 

which measures the distance from the machined end of the measurement 
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rods and the reference face of the sensor head. 

2I4O.    University of Illinois.    These extensometers are the six- 

position devices installed from surface    t the Dupont Circle Metro Sta- 

tion.     The longest rod is 75  ft  in length.    Anchors consist simply of 

8-in.   lengths of 3A-in.-diajn reinforcing bar,  to which 3/8-in.-diain 

steel  rods are attached.     The rods  are encased  in 3A-in.-diajn poly- 

ethylene pipe taped to the  rebar anchors to prevent the entry of grout. 

The measurement head consists of a base plate bolted  to a concrete floor 

slab and a measurement  surface through which the feeler gage of the 

micrometer readout gage passes.     Six holes drilled  into the measurement 

surface are aligned with  similar holes  in a guide plate,  and machined 

steel  caps are mounted on the ends  of the  individual  anchor rods. 

Field txtensometer calibration 

2'il.    A field calibration test  should be performed  for the Terra- 

metrics  F-2 and CSLT models and  the i'lope  Indicator rectilinear  exten- 

someter to determine calibration  factors  relating to the  instrument head 

and wire stretch,   friction,  and  sag.     The procedure entails Jacking the 

head  away  from the collar anchor a measured distance and calculating 

calibration factors from the difference in measured anchor displacement. 

The test does not strictly duplicate field conditions,  however,   since 

all the wires are stretched equal amounts simultaneously.    Unless the 

wires are separated, this simultaneous tensioning produces unusual 

frictional effects which may become very important for long anchor wires. 

2h2,    The Peter Smith portable extensometer should be calibrated 

periodically by suspending a standard weight from the measurement Jaws 

and checking the dial gage reading.     Rod extensometers, due to their di- 

rect measurement system and lack of  friction effects,  do not require 

field calibration. 

Recommendations  for Shotcrete Research 

2U3. The use of shotcrete is a fairly recent innovation, particu- 

larly on this continent, and many improvements need to be made. Some of 

these  improvements    imply involve the acceptance of methods and equipment 
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developed elsewhere with the modifications necessary to adapt these to 

local conditions. On the other hand, some of the mere interesting inno- 

vations have been initiated here and should be pursued.  The following 

are some of th*1 most urgent needs to be met: 

a. Instrumentation for shotcrete-lined tunnels should be 
improved to encourage its use and increase its effec- 
tiveness.  The double-position extensometer is the most 
practical pretent extensometer but reliable remote- 
readout sensing devices should be developed for it.  Al- 
ternatives or improvements to the Gloetzl cell must be 
developed to decrease instrument cost. 

b. New equipment, utilizing the best ideas of the Swedish 
contractors, should be developed for shotcreting.  Com- 
pact, high-output wet-mix machines should be combined 
with precision remote-controlled shotcreting nozzles to 
allow a continuous lining process compatible with modern 
tunneling machines. 

c. Admixtures must be developed to produce nearly instan- 
taneous she terete setting times without appreciable loss 
of long-term strength. Tests with regulated-set cement 
indicate that ruch results may be achieved without 
admixtures. 

d. The use of steel wire or fibers must be developed to in- 
crease the tensile strength and short-term ductility of 
shotcrete.  Such properties would be useful and would 
allow the elimination of the use of wire mesh with 
shoccrete. 

e. Support systems which replace the present practice of 
combining conventional steel ribs with shotcrete must 
be developed and accepted. Austrian engineers have used 
lightweight steel ribs, deformed out of line and shape 
to conform to the rock outline, in extremely poor ground 
conditions. Their concept of the steel ribs acting as 
reinforcement rather than as conventional ribs is sound 
and more economical. 

f. Improved ventilation methods, perhaps similar to those 
employed with tunneling machines, should be developed 
and employed to provide an acceptable tunnel environment 

during shotcreting. 

Rational Approach to Tunnel Support Design 

PUU. Although presently in its infancy, the rational design 

of tunnel support systems appears to be developing for n«any of the 
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conditions encountered underground.     Useful theories and design proce- 

dures exist  for soft-ground tunnels at  shalJow depths,  deep soft-ground 

or otherwise plastically acting tunnels,  and hard-rock tunnels without 

major discontinuities.    The liesign of supports  for rock tunnels where 

.jointing or  fracturing leads  to the  formation of  loosening pressures  re- 

mains   in the rule-of-thumb category,  however.     It  seems  unlikely lhat 

such design methods will be rationalized,  at  least  until  new develop- 

ments  such as smooth blasting and machine boring eliminate some of the 

variables   introduce; by construction procedures. 

2I45.     The present practice of designing  flexible tunnel   liners  to 

utilize  the passive  pressure of the ground to resist thrust   loading  is 

an excellent exfimple of current   attempts  to rationalize design.     Con- 

siderable  research  is being carried out  to improve the understanding of 

such  lining-ground  interaction,  notably by the University of  Illinois. 

The application of such design methods  appears most applicable to design 

of t-innel  liners  in soil or soft  rock  at  relatively shallow depth. 

^'»6.     The designers of the NATM utilize a plastic  design  procedure 

extensively described  in the  literature.     The success of the '1ATM   is 

testimony to the soundness of its design basis, but further work needs 

to be done   in this  field.     For example,   a detailed  finite element 

analysis  of the Tnrbela Tunnel,  executed after construction,  produced 

disappointing results.    The calculated  stress values differed sub- 

stantially  from measurements,  due to the  complexity of the geology 

and the   inability to  introduce the timing of construction  sequence  into 

the calculation. 

2I47.    The design of large underground structures such as power- 

houses  has developed considerably over  the last  few years.     A  recent 

example of excellent correlation between displacements  predicted  from 

preconstruction rock mechanics  tests and observed deformations  is  re- 

ported   for the Mica Creek Powerhouse  in Canada.    This cavity was  con- 

structed  in  fairly sound metamorphic  rocks under an 800-ft maximum 

cover.     Plastic theory and  finite element analysis are useful  tools  in 

tne design of a cavity in such conditions. 

2kQ.    The design of rock tunnels where pressures due to loosening 
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predominate presents a difficult  problem  in that  small-scale geological 

features,  different  support  systems,  and  constructlnn methods greatly 

affect  the  loads which will  ultimately bear on the lining.     The presently 

used  rules-of-thumb proposed by Terzaghi, while adequate  for steel  rib 

supports,  are wholly  inappropriate  for  rockbolt or shotcrete  s\ipports. 

These  rules-ot'-thumb have been  shown  to be also  inaccurate  for steel  rib 

support,  but  proponed  improvements  are  slow to gain acceptance.     The 

greater  precision which  the use of BQD  valuer, provides to describe  rock 

conditions will  likely lead to  improved  rules-of-thumb.     "owever,  RQD 

values must be carefully  interpreted   for  formations other than  igneous 

rocks. 

2U9.     Until some of the drastic  effects of construction methods 

and quality of workmanship can be  reduced,   for example by the use of 

tunneling machines and smooth blasting techniques,  the design of tunnel 

r.upports will have to remain on the conservative side.    With new tech- 

niques being universally utilized,  the application of mure precise,   less 

conservative design procedures would be  possible. 
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